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THE OWL.
IJEV01'EIJ TO lJfENTAL IMPROVEMENT.
--~----- ...~ -
. I
Vol m SEPTEDE]" 1971. ·
THE HOLY FATHER'S JUBILEE~
:BY :MARI~
No.6.
Hail, golden year of benison, and jubilee sublime 1 . .
Hail, brightest of t])e jems that deck the je·weleCl zone of Tilne1
0, wen Inay glad Te Deums ring through many a holy fane, .
Where Faith's enraptured children wake the clear triumphal strain-
Till hearts o"erfraught with happiness, shall murtnu~" ~mid their glee,
(, Ah 'Nu<nc (lin~ittis P-,ve have seen our Father's Jubilee.'-'
Ex~llt, ~ . ~atious, halo-crowned! wi~h loud .·ev,:iv~s.ring!
I-Iall! PIO N ono, Pastor true! all hall our Pontiff KIngT
. Hail to the brow that yet doth wear its-glorious triple crown I
Hail to the hand that would not lay its ancient sceptre down-
Hail to the form that ne'er hath quailed before the tempest shock 1
Hail, faithful feet that firmly stand on Truth's Eternal Rock!
o wonderful Pontificate, 0 glory-circled reigl l ! - .
When memory wakes thy golden years to life and light again,
Swift gliding o'er tbat shining path, what scenes of nlagic hue,
What fair celestial pageants pass before her dazzled vie\v !
Lo! shrined amid the mystic stars that shed their wondrous gleaull
'I'he brightest form in all the blest ...Apocalyptic dream l
_ Low bowed before that Figure fair, thus throned in royal state,
We fondly breathe her fitting name,onr Queen Immaculate !
Behold the Pontitf hand that writes in lines of fadeless flame,
Above her starry diadem, that pure and peerless name, '
List to the voice resounding clear amid our earthly din:
.Immaculata I l3no~f)Y Bloom I unstainecl by primal sin /
Borne on the breath of spicy galeR, across a sunlit sea,
Comes now in clear and ceaseless tones a matchless history=--
A tale that tells in trumpet notes of hearts serene and strong,
Ofhands that bear .the ·mystic palm amid the ,victor .throng-
Of feet that trod the thorny path and crossed the crimson flood,
Of robes that wear the royal hue, bestowed by martyr blood.
And once again that potent hand hath traced its blest decree,
And 10! the deathless list records that wondrous history. .
o Christians! greet the shining throng, and fondest homagepay,
Hai; sainted heroes of Japan. I hail1nartY1·S of Cathay l
The golden days are speeding on to join the phantomPast,
.Until the glad triumphal morn in glory dawns at last---
THERE is no desire 1110re general,
and at the same time more noble
and praiseworthy, 'than that which
every good citizen must feel for the
prosperity of the State of which he
is a mem bel'. The welfare of our
country and the means of securing
and augmenting it are frequent
topics of conversation, and various
ways snggestthen1selves to differ-
ent minds by.which the goal of all
. our wishes luay be reached. '
But the popular mind is exceed-
ingly apt to err in its conception of
HOW SHALL WE PROSPER?
And now the .crowning vision .wakes',at ' ·Mem~ry's call again-
The wondrous pageant grandlJ moves-c-a vast .maj est.ic .train-e-
A priestly-vestured multitude, a pu:re, 'annointed .throng~ .
The dauntless soldiers .of the Cross, the fearless foes ofwronc, '
Why tread ~hey thus thy thoroughfares, 0 star-encircled R~n1e?
Why p.eal t~e silver clarion notes within thy mighty dome?
A .mag tc VOIce from Peter'srock, hath rung from land to land- · .
The legions of the 'deathless King have heard the blest command ;
Their .ranksare ..formede--their voices ring in clear, responsive tone,
Their consecrated armies bow before the Pontiff's Throne;
They gather on that Living Rock, o'er billows tempest-tossed,
And on eachsacred brow descends the flame of Pentecost.
The Council ends-s-the tas~: is o'er----the work of triumph done,
And for the signet--ring of Truth, its brightest jewel won-
Sweet promise kept! 0 star-eyed ti:utli, t thy foes can ne'er prevail,
Thy flock shall knou: the Shepherd. Voice that cannot faint or faii.
And now while' still the g91de.n days-in swift procession flee,
Behold aga~n the Pontiff hand inscribes its;blest decree~
And hewhose faithful arm sustained the Jewel shrined in Clay,
Still shields, the Casket whence is shedIts life-bestowing ray. '.
Thestairrless Lily blooms beside, and angels bend' above
The Eucharistic Oradle, watched by Josephis matchlese love.
o glorious Pontificate! well rnay thy Shining days
Receive -the meed 'of fadeless fame, the pealing tones of praise---:.
Hail then bright year of benison, and jubilee sublime ! '
Forever let thy ,glory. light·the jeweled zone of 'I'imc, l, ~ ' "
Forever let the echoed'notes of glad Te Dcums ring,
And Ioud evvivas ceaseless cry-all hail our Pontiff King !
o faithful Shepherd, in thy fold upon the .L iving Rock,
Still keep afar from wolf and snare, thy vast, unnumbered flock,
Till, resting' safe, .in pastures fair, their purer glances see
By angel throngs for ever kept, thy fitting jubilee.
San Mateo. Oal,
HO'V SHAI.JL WE,' PROSPER? Isound, social prosperity. It is an
I easy dupe to the showy appearances
BY JAB. H. CAMPBELL. of material progress, The vulgar
eye takes a narro,v, ' shortsighted
view of the question, and is ' quite
unable to discern the source of real
substantial prosperity and the sol~
foundation. upon which it can be
solidly built, _
It is very evident that in order to
arrive fit a full, clear, and exact an-
swer to this momentous question, .it
is essential that we should know in
what true, social prosperity really
consists. It is a wide-spread opinion,
which has taken a strong hold on the
public mind, that it consists in unlim-
ited wealth, in extensive resources,
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in the greatness of the social po'weT,
and in the possession of all the con-
veniences and luxuries known to
enlightened nations, .and of all the
varied products with which highly
perfected ucienceand art 111ay sur-
round the members of a society.
But is ' it really this which consti-
tutes the prosperity of a society?
Is social prosperity then but a
synonyu1e for material civilization?
or does it not depend on something
more intimate and vital than mere
exterior ease and cornfort f What
guarantee .ean material civilization,
even when most perfect, give us
that society is not rotten at the core
and ready to crumble at the first
vigorous blow of a hostile force?
If~ve are not so unreasonable as to
})ronounce an apple sound from the
goodly appearance of its rind, if we
do not judge of a man's strength of
mind or vigor of body from the
elegance or costliness of his attire,
shall' we be so irrational as to pro-
- nonnce upon the health or.prosperity
of a nation front the jewels and em-
broidered garments of its material
civilization ?
Putting aside this very COUlman
but none the less erroneous view of
the subject, let us endeavor to 0 b-
tain a clearer, deeper insight into
the real nature of true, social pros-
perity. If we consider well what is
meant by the prosperity of any
being, we shall see that it is that
condition which renders it more
perfect in itself and better fitted to
obtain the end for which it was in-
tended. So with society; the more
,perfect society becomes in itself, and
the more capable it is of obtaining
its end, the more prosperous it will
' be. A public society is essentially
a union of intelligent beings. Con-
sequent ly, the more strongly the
minds and wills of all the mcmbel'S
are united together by the binding
force of one great object towards
which all tend, the more perfect
will be the society and the better
fitted to accomplish its end. Hence,
the 'sole po,ver capable of perma-
nently binding together the minds
and wills of all, is at t he same time
the source; the basis, and the neces-
sary condition of social prosperity.
But where are we to look for such
an object? It can be none other
than God Himself; the great prin-
ciple and good of all created intel-
lects and wills, " rho has naturally
manifested His infinite truth and
goodness through those eternal
principles of truth, honesty and
justice, which He has engraven on
every human heart, and which He
has fostered and developed by His
religion. 'I'hese 'priuoiples form the
only irrefragable tie that can bind
together intellects and wills, be-
cause these only are eternal and
unchangeable, and because they
present to man the only 'means of
attaining his ultimate end-eternal
happiness. These are therefore the
essential elements of genuine social
welfare. StriP from society the pre·
cepts of honesty and religion, and
you instil into its veins a 1110st vir-
ulent poison. Its most vital part is
destroyed and the corruption and
dissolution of the whole social fabric
must quickly ensue. It is with so-
ciety as with an individual or with
a family. Peace and happiness
desert the wretch w ho has abandon-
ed the natural principles of honesty.
The corporeal man rises in revolt
against the spiritual man, His in-
terior rages until the passions no
longer heeding the directions of
reason .tend to plunge him headlong
into ruin. When in the family these
principles are no longer practically
recognized, what can we expect to
find but insubordination and selfish-
ness on the one hand, and on the
other, improvidence and oppression,
together with all the other evils that
attend so lamentable a domestic con-
dition '( .I n a society the effects are
similar, but they are diffused over a
larger area. .
When honesty and religion have this shining monitor is kept in sizht ~~ost ,their saluta~y sway over societ~, the m?re surely a~d ~moothly ~ill
justice, honor" right, duty, self-sacri- the ship of state glide Into the-haven
fice and true heroism become. emp- of prosperity.
~y na~es. W ~ ~aYe no longer- Social honestyjs. then the unshak-
real 8ocIet~, but In .Its stead a 11lere en ro?k on which the p~'osperity of
nggiomeratlon of different and dis- a nation must be established in 01'-':
eordant parties, each having its own del' to be lastinsr, This alone can
views and aims, and each~ fightinO' constitute the unyieldinO' immutable'
eagerly an~l solely for the tliun~ph basis of social welfare~~ There is,
of Its own Interests; an aggregation however, another element "vhich'
of conflicting, selfish and oppressive though secondary, is still very im-
elements. That beautiful unity and portant: Society is not a union of
harmony which is the essence of mere intellects, but of intellects
sound society has disappeared and each animating a bodyand fornling
with it the force necessary for the with it a physical person havinsr
attainment of the social end. The both moral and material relation~'
end of society is two-fold : ]-'irst- Hence, as the complete perfection'
To protect a!1d ensure the rights of of society would arise from the pos-
everyone ofItS members, Secondly session of both moral and material
~-To increase and perfect the goods perfection, so, likewise, the prosper-
of both mind and body. The means ity of a society 'will not be complete
necessary for the accomplishment of unless to the moral element we add"
this two-fold end is the unanimous a material one. 'T he elements of
co-operation of all the members, and complete social prosperity are' there-
thisco-operation is impossible.unless fore two : Honesty, as nourished
there be a union of minds and wills, and developed by religion r : and
Itis apparent that, where there is no material civilization. ' Material civ-
unity, there can be no efficiency in ilization is then a good to be ear-
acting,'and therefore no good effect nestly desired and sought after by,
produced; and consequently in snch every society. Its progress should
a society, the attainment of the two- be a matter of social solicitude, and
fold social end and of human happi- the wisest measures should be taken'
ness, becomes i mpossi ble. In such to increase it as far as practicable;
a society right w ill be the victim of but it should never be forgotten'
might, the powerful will tend to that it is at best a secondary perf~c-:
oppress, their dependents, to rebel. tion, a secondary element of social
Discord and crime in every conceiv- prosperity, and every true lover of:
able form will arise as -t he natural his country's ,veal should know, that
offspring of such a self-destroying so. far. is ~laterial .l?l'ogress ~roJ? ,
body. Corruption rendered ten-fold being Its chief requisite, that It IS .
1n01"e destructive by t he products of not ev~n a seco?dary elenle~t ?f '
ad vancecl science ana art, will as- prosper~ty, save Inasn;uch as It IS
sail every fibre of society, till it subservient to t~e prllnary, essen-
beeornee as disorganized in body as tia~ eleI?~~t, ~oclal honesty. ~fa­
it was, from the first, discordant and terial civilization, by aUf:mentlng
disunited in mind. ,vealth, ease and comfort, IS apt to
Honesty and relivion are then the corrupt and debase the members by'
essential jnoinciplesb of social unity, fostering the vilest passions of t~e
and only these can impart efficiency human heart; and, to counter~ct t~lS
to the social action. Without this ruinous tendency, the material CIV~
beacon light to guide her, society iliz~tion of a so:.i~~Y n~ust be based
cannot reach her end, ann the better on Its moral civilization. If a so-
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.ciety; ignoring .its nobler end, looks
-t o material- progress as its gre~t es-
sential object, it :·;will i.inevit ably,
. sooner or later, fall into irretrievable
-ruin., .W hon .soc ialhonesty is gone,
material progress is an injury rather
than.a benefit ;. it only affords great-
er meansfor wrong doing '; it is as
.kno,vleclge to a villain, or as deadly
·,v.eapons : placed in the hands" of .a
maniac, .' . .product ive only of the
greatest mischief
The pages of the world's history
.are filled with the recital of the fall
-of nations eminent in material civ-
.ilizat ion, but almost wholly desti-
tute of social honesty. 'Turn your
.eyes backward in ' imagination and
contemplate the career of the might-
.iest nations of antiquity as they are
brought in rapid review before you.
Consider the gorgeous civilization
of Nineveh and Babylon. their mil-
itary glory, their commercial wealth,
their architectural grandeur, their
great progress in many arts and sci-
ences'. the lore ofthe Chaldean sages;
gaze on E~~ypt the mother of' 11lany
arts', with her Memphis and Alex-
. andria and Hundred-gated Thebes,
with her disciplined and valorous
armies, with her gigantic temples
and obelisks whitening the Egyptian
plain; glanc.e at the wide :-extend-
eel territorv :111d almost incredible
wealth .an d. resources of the Persian
empire ; . conjure Itp before ' your
miuds the splendid civilization of
(treece in the tinle of Pericles, and
0t" Rome under Augustus; their na-
tional opulence, the world-famed
triumphs of their armies, the mar-
vellous perfection attained in poetry,
eloquence, sculpture and ar chitect-
ure, Surely, if material civilization
had in itself any efficacy to increase
and perpetuate social prosperity, it
must have been exhibited in those
nations where it reached a high de-
gree of perfection. But what are
the facts? vVe know that all their
material advancement could not
save them from destruction. Nay
1110re, as inourselves when notguid..
edby reason, the forces with which
nature has endowed :us for good
purposes become the very instru-
merits of our perdition, so :the
very perfection of material civiliza-
tion, when not regulated byhonesty,
tends to dra.g the statemore rapidly
.into ruin. It is .indeed a' striking
historical fact, that ueanly.all those
great nations of antiquity 'perished
when their material prosperity was
at its highest, for it .was. then' that
they were most corrupt, They
were rotten to the very' core and
could not subsist. What 110'V .re-
mains of all their gr'aIlc1el1r and
greatness? They have passed ont
as meteors from among the nations.
N oisome .pools occupy the site of
the once proud Babylon, A mound
of reel earth is all that is left of the
great tower ofI3abel. The gorgeous
palaces of:Nabuchadonosor and
Sardanapalus, .and the .marvellous
hanging gardens of S~111irft1:nis have
crumbled into dust, The place has
beC0111e, in truth, "the abcmination
of desolation." The ruins of Luxor
and Karnak are melaucholv monu-
merits to the departed glory of
Egypt, and the lonely columns of
Chilminar mark the place where, in
Persia's palmy days, the rays of the
noonday sun were thrown back in
undiminished splendor f1'0111 the gol-
den roofed palaces .of F'ersepolis.
The puissance of the Roman a1'1118
lives only in story; the warriors of
HelIas no 'long er inspire terror-her
aLOl'y is a thing of the past. - These~liO'htv nations bore and developed,vithil.~' .t hcmselves the seeds of ·dis-
mcmberment and destruction, w hich
in time could not fail to produce
their legitin1ate fruits; and they
perished, as 111Ust every nation that
neglects its nobler for its secondary
perfection, w hich seeks material civ-
ilization at the ex nense of 1]101'a1
civilization. 1
History presents a. single splendid
example of a society 'v hich has
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withstood the impetus of every hos- despise, ' and tlll1sdrag our reason in
tile po,ver. This society is Christ- thedustbefore the hydra party-spirit'?
ianity. Even from a purely histor- Is crime met inevitably, and in every"
ical point of view, Christianity ex- . case, with well considered penalties?
hibits to us a society, which, from Are our courts always and entirely
its origin' to the present time-s-near- proofagainst the insidious 'in tluonces
ly twenty centuries-though 'con-' -of wealth and social rank, metinv
stantly ass~ilec1 by ~he greatest ' out their judgments alike to th~
forces ever directed agaInst a society, powerful and the weak ? If we can
has triumphed over them all; .for return an affirmative answer to all
the Christians in every age have : these queries, we have indeed great
firmly adhered to their principles. . cause for great rejoicing. If we
They preserved their unity with the; must say" nay" to n'iany, if not all " '
greatest heroism, sacrificing millions ' of them, certainly we rnust confess
of lives rather than yield 'up their that there is still ample room for
principles; and this society still improvement ; that there is much
exists, still flourishes in a green old still to be done before we can boast
age, and boasts over two hundred ' ourselves possessed of that substan-
millions of souls. , t ial prosperity. Yet the perfection
Now, to bring the question more I have extolled is neither unap-
directly home to ourselves : Are proachable nor unattainable. "Te
we in such a state of high moral can reach it if we really desire it.
perfection? Are we, citizens of this But our desire must not be an empty
golden State, possessed of this sound one, but accompanied by a corres-
prosperity? Do we, in our individ- pondingly earnest and well directed
ual spheres, show ourselves to be action. The way is clear; the direc-
actuated by those principles w hich, tion to the goal of all our wishes'
we .have seen, are alone capable of stretches out straight before us.
procuring social,prosperity? Does The road is rugged and ascending,
domestic peace have here its favorec1 requiring some effort" but the prize
seat, undisturbed , by matrimonial we seek is well worth the labor.
dissensions or by the indiscretions or With ourselves rests our social as
crimes of one member or another of well as our individual destiny.
the family circle? Does our society With us it rests to undermine or
in sreneral rezulate its actions by destroy the social fabric by our
the~sruidinv star of social honesty? folly, or to establish it firmly in a
Are its 1a\v~ always such as to pro- prosperity founded on a rock that
cure the real good of the .people, a?d cannot .be subvert~d or s]:aken-a
when made, are they carried out with prosperity substantial, glorIOUS, per-
that promptness and vigor which feet.
alone can render them efficient?
In our elections, is our suffrage To OUR xrxn READERS.-A glance
directed by an honest wish to fill at our title page will show that THE
our offices with the candidates whom ()'VL is now printed in the College
we deem most reliable and best printing office. This has been done
qualified to discharge the duties of with the view of economizing the
their re-pective stations, or is our expenditure, and also to offer amuse-
choice influenced solely by a desire to ment as well as instruction to its ,
promote the interests of a party, and publishers. We hope that this
for this end do we unscrupulously ohanze will receive the approval of
raise our voices in favor of'men " Thorn our f~ienc1s and patrons. We have
we know to be untrustworthy-e-men secured the services of a skilful
whom in our hearts we thoroughly printer, ~lr. 'V. Wilson.
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GLORIES AND I{·E\TER,SES
, OF
NAPOLEON III.
By" ALCIDE IJ. VEUVE.
For whicha gold medal-was awarded, the
gift of Dr. J. F. GEAHI, of San Fran-
cisco.
LOUIS NAPOLEON BONAPAHTE was
born at Paris, April 20th, 1808"
.His birth was celebrated by fetes,
the firing of cannon and l1lany other
demonstrations of joy usually ac-
companying the birth of one of the
imperial family, He was the third
son of the King of Holland, LOllis
Napoleon, the brother of N apoleon
the First and Hortense Bcauhamois,
daughter of the Empress Josephine,
by a marriage contracted previous]y
to 'Napoleon's taking her as his "wife.
France was then at the pinnacle of
her glory. Her armies w ere well
disciplined, hardy and brave. Nearly
half the thrones , of Europe were
filled by 111en1be1'8 of the Bonaparte
family, or by men placed there by
the French people. Suffice it to say
that Franee was made by Napoleon
the pride of .her friends, the glory
of her countryn1enJ · and the fear of
her enemies.
Hortense, the mother of Louis, is
described as being a woman of SH-
.' perior talents, and the possessor of
lllany noble virtues. Under the
guardianship of snell a mother,
Louis could not fail to receive a
good moral education and to walk in
the path a fond mother would wish
her son to pursue. She procured
as his tutor the .Abbe Bertrand, a
wise and able preceptor,
In the year 1815, when Louis was
but seven years of age, he was 0<;>111-
pelled to leave Paris, by the allied
sovereigns, who had entered the
city after the battle of '''Taterloo.
He retired with his mother to Aix, in
Savoy, where the hardest trial of his
youth awaited hiln-the separation
from his elder brother, Napoleon,
B
"Tho bad been hi~ constant compan-
ion. . "I'he father claimed his son,
but Hortense refused to yield him ,;
and they had recourse to law
to settle the difficulty. The rights
of .t he father could not be denied;
but, Napoleon having returned
from Elba at this time, nothing
more was said of the matter till
Hortense was in Savoy" whither the
father sent for his son. So great
was the sorrow of Louis at this
parting that he was taken grievously
sick. Leaving Aix, I-Iortense wished
to take up her residence in Con-
stance ; but it was with great diffi-,
culty that she could procure pass- '
ports, When she arrived. at tl e
end of her journey the authorities
informed her that no 111e111bers of
the Bonaparte family would be
allowed to live nearer France than
Austria; but she was permitted to
remain on the plea that her heal th
would not allow her to proceed any
further. These trials of the youn o'
P . 1· . ~rmce ,vere llghly bcncficial ; as
they taught him that rank "vas not
fortune-the lesson that his mother
songht above all things to instil;
into his youthful mind, .
Hortense was obliged to quit
Constance in the year 1817; ancl she
retired to the canton of Thnrgovia
the ' citizens of which had promised ~
her protection. Here she spent'
she summer, repairing at the ap-
proach of wint.er to Augsburg,
where she attended especially to
the education of her son. Whei:
Louis was seventeen years old, he
finished his education at the college
of Augsburg.
His tastes, like those of his uncle,
led him to a military life; and he
entered the catup_of Thun, faring
no better than a common soldier.
Three years after, (1884) he was
appointed captain of artillery in a
Berne regiment. The Italian insur-
rection broke out about this time,
and the insurgents solicited the
~id of the young Princes, think-
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ing that the name of Bonaparte for its title, ' "Considerations sur Is
would add strength to their side. Swisse," and was received with
They willingly joined them, acquir- much favor especially in Switzer-
iug great glory for bravery in ,the 'land.
field. The Helvetic Diet gave to the
In one of the engagements Napo- author, as a mark of their esteem,
leon Louis fell mort.all~ wounded and the title of a citizen of Switzerland..
died in the arms of his disconsolate This distinction had been conferred I
brother; r though by SOUle it is i but upon two personages-c-Marshal
stated that he died of small-pox at ,N ey and Prince Metternieh.
Flori, whence he had retreated 'after : In 183-1-, Napoleon (as we shall
the sedition had been quelled. ,now call him) was honored with the
Nothing no vV remained but a titnely offer of the crown of Portugal with
flight, as a reward had been offerred .t he hand of Donna Maria, N ear'
tor the capture of Louis, the latter part of the year ] 835,. he
They procured passports for Paris 'published another work. ' entitled}'
where they remained but a few ," Mamial of Artillery,'" whielr was
days, being compelled again, to quit praised by tbe military. Ahont
the city. Thence they went to this tirne happened what is termed
London, where they made a short the "mad affair of Strasbonrg." The
stay, returning again to Switzerland various publications of Napoleon
as soon as they had received per- gained for him a reputation among
mission to travel through the north .t he French people, and caused them
of .F ranco, \ ,~ to bestow 11101"e than a glnnee 'upon
When Louis .ar rived at his desti- the character ofa young man en-
nation he received a deputation of dowed with such abilities. J\fany
Poles, whose purpose was to induce of the French sympathized with
the young man to join their cause. him, while they were all dissatisfied
, They handed him a letter signed by with the reign of Louis Philippe,
the prineipal Ieaders of their nation who oppressed them by his author-
in which it was said: '" To whom ity. The fi·iends of the Prince in-
«an .the direction of our enterprise formed him that he had but to show
he better entrusted than ,t o the himself to the people and they would
nephew of the greatest captain of ~·311y round his standard. ~n ~July,
all ages." His enthusinsm being 1836, b« repaired to Baden 111 order
aroused, he departed from his horne to inquire into the sentiment ?f the
for Poland, but the news of the fall of' French people and to . see If th.e
Warsaw, compelled him to return. project would be practicable, J.IlS
Tho following year (1832) the Duke pl:lli-\vhich he had mattl1:d with
of Reichstadt, son of the Enlperor, the assistance of Colonel V al:c1rey,
died near Vienna. "rhus Louis be- oommander of the fourth regnnent
carne the direct heir to the imperial of artillery at Stl:ashourg-was to ,
throne. 'appear sudd~111y 'In son:e ~ortress,
Louis ex:iled fiom his native land g?ain th e garrlSOl1 npon hIS SIde and
with nothiusr to ensrasre the atten- then l)l"oeeed to Paris. On the 30th
<':j <':j <':j . J :}. Stion of his busy luinc1,deterlnined of October )(~ appea-reCL III ~tras-
to become a.n author. His first bourg, the place selected , for the
work entit led "]l everses Politiques," execution of his plan. TIe easil y
surprised , every one by t he ahle sncceeded }n '~Tinning , S~ol onel \ Tan-
manner in w hich he wrote and t he drey's regnncnt to his standard.
depth .o~· thought whi ch he c1~spl a.y- 'Vi t~]l th(~se n~ ~~l ~ he arrest~~l. ~h e
«d. H is second \vork \vh leh he Prefect at t he el ty -and Ge n. "' 011 01,
sho rt.lv afterwards publ ish ed, had eonu nal lf f er of the infim trv. IJ t~
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then proceeded to the barracks of
the ,forty-sixth reghnent of the line
'who received him with loud cries
of " Vive Napoleon 1 Vive N apo-
leon !" So far his prospects seemed
favorable; but all his hopes were
blasted by the arrival of CoL Tail-
lander who, upon seeing the Prince,
cried: "Soldiers vou are deceived.
This man is an impostor." anclat
the same time an officer exclaimed:
" He is CoL Vaudrey's nephew ; not
the Emperor's. The soldiers think-
ing themselves deceived; turned
against Napoleon, arrested and con-
ducted .him to prison, For this
attempt against the governnlent he
was banished to America.
Whilst in New York, he received
a letter from his mother stating her
illness. He immediately set out for
Europe, and arrived at Arenemberg
jn time to receive her last sigh and
blessing. It would be difficult to
describe the grief of Napoleon at
this loss, the hardest trial of his
manhood, Louis Philippe, fearing
that the stay of Louis Napoleon in
Switzerland would be dangerous to
his reign, ordered the I-Ielvetians to
expel the Prince from their territory,
on the .plea that he had. pr mised
to remain ten years in America.
The king sent. an army to the fron-
tier to frighten the Swiss into 0 be-
dience; but the hardy mountaineers
gathered an army to protect .t heir
citizen. War would have followed
had not Louis Napoleon retired to
England, not wishing to be the
cause of bloodshed in a nation which
had been his protector. During his
, stay in England he published his
"Idees N apoleoniennes," which
greatly increased his fame as a wri-
ter. On the 6th ofAugust, 1840, Na-
poleon attempted another insurrec-
tion against the French governrnent.
This attempt took place at Bou-
logne, where the Prince landed with
about sixty followers, He proceed-
ed directly to ,the barracks of one
of the regiments of the line, where
he was received with every mark of
favor. He was raised" upon the
shoulders of the crowd and greeted
with loud cries of "Vive Napoleon 1
Vive l'Empereur 1" Fortune again
seemed to favor him, but as he' was
leaving the barracks at the head of
the troops. he met Col. Puygellier,
the former commander of the resri-~
ment, " rho ordered the soldiers to
return. These men, accustorned to
the strictest military discipline, re-
luctantly obeyed, leaving the Prince
and his followers to betake them-
selves to flight as the only means to
escapecapture, This they did with-
out delay. Reaching the small boat
in which they had landed they put
off for the steamer, but an unfortu-
nate accident occurred by which the ,
boat was capsized and the fugitives
obliged to swim to the shore, where
they were captured by the National
Guard. On the way to Paris, the
Prince remarked that everyone
seemed disappointed at his failure.
For this second attempt at insurrec-
tion he was doomed to perpetual
imprisonment in the fortress at Ham.
He remained six years within the
gloomy walls of his prison, when he
made his escape disguised as a com-
mon workrnan. Stirring times were
corning on in France, for the people
were dissatisfied with the reign of
Louis Philippe. On the 22d of
February, 1848, a day selected for a
public holiday, . the people assem-
bled in crowds singing the "~lar­
seillaise." It finally ended in the
total overthrow of the government
and the declaration of a republic.
The Iring and Queen were obliged
to fly from the city in order to save
their lives which were threatened
by the maddened populace. N apo-
leon hearing of the revolution hast-
ened to Paris, but he was ordered
to leave the citV for fear that his
presence would be the cause of other
disturbances. He obeyed; but as
soon as peace and good order had
been restored, he returned, N?~,
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itmnybe said, began the triumphs cember, the polls were opened to
ofthe political as well as the military decide whether Napoleon should
career of Napoleon. He was elect- remain in office. The returns show-
eel a deputy to the N ational Assem- eel that- he had been elected by a,
11y, .and became a candidate for the majority of nearly seven millions of
.P residency of the new Republic. votes. Being. now firmly seated on.
The election returns showed that he his throne, he at once took stringent
had five-sevenths of the votes cast; measures ,for his ' fut ure security.
and consequently he was elected. The N ational Gu ard was disbanded;
I-I e took the oath or office on the and re-organized in such a manner
20t h of Decenrber, 1848, swearing that g re ate r confide nce could be-
to remain faithful to his count ry and placed in it in time of need. 1\..11-
to defend its constitution. Having persons dangerous t o him were ban-
received this nigh dignit y , which ishecl-two thousan d five hundred
was the first step to wards the 1n1- political prisoners having' been thn»
perial sceptre, the SU1111Uit of his sent t o Cayenne.
ambit ion, he resolved to hold it at 'I'h e ,va y being now cleared of
any C08 t. F or this purpose he eve ry obs tacle, il0thh1g seemed need -
compelled all the' ministers opposed cd but for him to st ret ch out his
to his interest s t o resign and he hand and grasp t he scept re ; but
chose - new one s, t aking care to t he people we re not ready for 'Such a·
make a choice of those who wo uld .bold step. H e 111ac1e a t our through
be pliable in his h an ds. His prin- t he provinces with the evident pnr-
cipal pl an was t o win the sold iers pose of get ting t he support of the
to his side, as they alone cou ld people. When he returned toParis"
' lnaintain him in the course he wa s the new Assembly dec lared t hat, it
to take. This he did by t reating being the will of the peo ple, and the
them to expensive dinners, procured go od of the conntrydernanding it ,
lly nloney t aken fro m the treasury. a change of governnlent was neces-
A t length" t he 2cl of Decembe r, the sary. A vote of the people was
day ap pointed for his resign ation taken, and they dec la red by a great
arrived. - ' 11lajolfty in fav or of an ~rnpire. Ac-
The first g rey st reaks of' early corc1ingly, N apo leon was place d
dawn revealed the st ree ts we ll filled up on the throne, with the ti tle of
with soldIers. The people read c1e- Napoleon III. He had now ascend- -
crees pos t ed upon the walls, by eel to the last roun d ill his ladder of
which the A ssembly was dissolved ambition,
and the President allo wed to re- N othing of an y import ance oc-
main in office t en years more. They curre d dnring th e reign of. N apo-
g-athe re d all the corners of st reets leon, till 1858, when France and
and t alked of the st ate of affai rs EngIa,nd joined Turkey in a war-
without the least signs of d isorder . against I~ussia. The reason \vhy
In fact, an insurrection wa s impossi- France joined in the war was the'
bIe, as N apoleon had fo1'n18<1 his fear that, should 11l1ssia .ost ablish
plans ' so secretly and so well, that herself at Oonstantinople, she would
they precluded even the possibility become too powerful for the other
of a riot. He arrested the most ill- nations of Europe, and thus verify
fluential members 'of the... A ssembly, the say ing of Bonaparte the Great,
the presidents of secret societ ies, that, "l~ussia., at Consta11tinople,
the generals possessing influence in would become the mistress of the
the army, and, in short, all those world." 'I'he victories of this war,
',:ho.were .popnlar and opposed to added more -glory to the already
h18 in terests, On the ;{lst of D e- popular name ' of N npoleon. , ~rh e
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names of Alma, _Bahiklava and In- under his reign, commerce revived"
• kerman, are familia r t o all, as tri- manufactures flourished, and em-
umphs of the allied forces. The ployrnent was found for all classes.
l~ussiatls retired gradually before 'The city 'of Paris was remodelled,
their enemies, and were compelled broad Boulevarc1es taking the place
to entrench themselves in Sebasto- of the narrow streets. In short,
.pol, ."vhich was at once beseiged by his reign "vas ·highly pleasing to
the foe. Its final capture and eva- the people, and promised to be as
cuation put anencl to the war so long as it "vas glorious. From
glorious to the French arms, this time, however, the great revers",
By the treaty of peace, the Czar es of Napoleon seem to date. The
relinquished all right to the Black first act displeasing to his subjects
Sea, leaving it open to all nations; was, the acquittal of Pierre Bona-
nor could he build any forts upon parte-one of his relativcs-s-tried for
its shores. the murder of Victor N oil', shot with-
The year 1859, saw the French out provocation. The spirit of the
troops in the Italian peninsula, soldiers had evidently changed '; as
fighting against ..Austria. The great they voted, almost unanimously,
battle of ~Iagenta opened the short against the goverlllnent, when some
hut bloody campaign, The battle necessary changes w ere to be made
was hotly contested, but the AUH- in the constitution. War seemed,
t.rians could not long withstand those to the Blind of Napoleon, the only
veterans whose trade was fighting, ,vay by which he could again
. r and were cornpelled to retire. The secure the support of the soldiers,
battle of Solferino destroyed the for by it alone could he give them
povver of Austria in Lombardy, and, an opportunity to acquire glory.
as the forces of France had strongly The rising po\ver of the Germans
entrenched themselves in Venetia, in Spain and the provinces of
it sufficed to put an end to the war, the Rhine, was, for him, a suffi-
The gain ofthis war was the addition ' cient cause for war, He ordered
of Savoy and Nice to the Empire, the King of Prussia to forbid t he
The next war in which the French Prince of IIohenzollern to accept the
took an active 'par t was against Spanish crown. This the latter re-
.l\I exico, that country having injured fused to do; and, accordingly, a war
the honor and interests of France, was entered npon by France, which
as well as those of England and proved the most disastrous in which
Spain. The latter nations withdrew she was ever engaged. 'I'he Elnpe-
from the league the following year; 1'01', on the 28th of July, 1870, set
but F rance resolved to carryon the out to take commaud of the ]-'1'o11c11
war alone, and declared he r inten- troops. T he first engagen1ent was
tion to establish there a governrnent at Saarbruck, w here the French
npon a firm basis. After a series of arms we re victorious, Th e Empe-
conquests anel reverses, the French 1'01' and Prince Imperial were pre-
t roops succeeded in conquering the sent in th is engagelllen~, and the
count ry. latter went thro ugh hi s " bapt is111
Napoleon then placec1~Iaxilnil- of fire." Fran ce being tota lly un ..
Han, t he brot her of t he E mu eror of .prepared for war, t he munitions
Austria, upon a t hrone ,vhi cli he had were tardy in reaching the field ;
erected, wit h the ti tle of Emperor of and therefore the t roops lost the
Mexico, and left the t roops there opport unit y t o invade the enemy's
t ill the new Emperor was firmly territory. The Crown Prince of
established. So far the reig n of N a- Prussia, t aking ad vantage of the
poleon was g lorio us and successful; inactio n of' the enemy, suddenly
J. POUJADE.
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crossed the frontier, and stormed would place him on the throne. In
and captured 'the fortress of Weis- order to wield the sceptre over
zenbourg. Gen. · McMahon went France, we see him attemptinjr .to
forth to bar his further progress, overthrow the reigning government
but experienced a heavy repulse at by exciting the people 't o arms.
.t he battle of W oerth, and was We see him, during the first days
obliged 0 to beat a hasty retreat. of the revolution, a candidate for
This defeat was followed by ' the the Presidency ; his fame as a wri-
attack on Saarbrnck, where the tel' and the great TI,anle of Napoleon
, Prussians were again victorious. elects him; .then by a glorious coup
The disastrous reverse of Metz soon d'eta; he concentrates all po,ver in
followed, where the French, under his hands and proclaims himself
Gen. Bazaine, were obliged to retire President for ten years, and after-
into the to'VTI, 'and subsequently to wards Emperor. His glorious cam-
surrender one hundred and seventy- ' paign against Russia, Austria and
five thousand men. Mexico, follow each other in quick
Troops were constantly crossing succession, covering him with glory.
the frontier, greatly increasing the Then came his disastrous campaign
grand Prussian army. The-last bat- against Prussia, which caused his
tle which Napoleon witnessed was' .downfall, What will his future be?
at Sedan. Early in the morning of The tri-color lies trampled in the
the first of September, the French dust; but will it never more rise?
were attacked by artillery; they Who can tell. - vVe can but say,
fought bravely, but could not with- "Tlow are the mighty fallen."
stand the shower of shot and shell
poured upon them by the enemy.
}Iac1\Iahon, their gallant leader, was
wounded in the early part of the I ..ET us glance at · the life of a
'engagement . 'I'he Emperor saw the man devoted to Literature. 'I'rue,
flower of his army beaten back in his pursuit is one which requires
disorder; plaeing himself at their application, but that very applica-
head, he made repeated attacks tion becomes in itself a pleasure.
upon the enemy) but they were of His are mental enjoyments which
no avail and he was obliged to re- never cloy, and his whole life is one
tire into the city, defeated. A flag of comparative peaee and quiet.
of truce was hnmediately displayed, Perhaps many may be unsuccessful,
and the firing ceased. A messenger 'but even if they are so, they may
was received who demanded the still enjoy the pleasures' of the mind
surrender 'of the place. There was and none shall curse their memories
no,alternative, and Napoleon beheld "Then they are dead. If the man of
, himself a prisoner in the hands of letters is successful 'he is received
the enemy. Here ends his .public into the most refined society during
career. The war ended with the life, and the most enlightened men
oecupation of Paris by the Prussian hold converse with his mind in the
forces. Napoleon was set at liberty, works which he leaves behind him
and he returned to England; again long after his bones have crumbled.
an exile, to see the country he so into dust and the green nlOSS of ages
ardently loved rent with eivil war, has covered his grave. His fame,
In looking back, we cannot .but although not blazoned through the '
admire the genius of Napoleon and land whilst he lives, will be a power
the love which he bore for his COUIl- and a glory through all coming
try. An exile in youth, he never tirne .
doubted that one day 'his destiny
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....About this time two years it was
our lot to find ourselves on board
the good steamship Idaho, bound
from San Francisco to Honolulu
11.1., which had just eU1erged fro~
the Golden Gate and commit t ed
herself to the open sea. All sorts
of fanciful notions Iilled xmr brains
- respecting the charms of island life
in the Pacifie ; and , though we
',yere of a sufficiently 111ature'-- (1O'e t o
have plenty of for~~hodin{)'s ab out
its probable (le8a[lre}nents~ also, it
seemed t he part of' n sound philoso-
pher to cheek the l at t er and g'ive a
loose rein to the former. '- rr o ~1
.~ roup of 1 :~1a.IH1 s in t he P[leifin\rp
. ~-
"DO YOU WANT ME TO DREAM were certainly and irrevocably go-
GOOD, MA ?" , ing; and that in fulfilment of a long
[The following lines were written by E. C. E. cherished design. Why, then, look
Vile, Professor of music, Santa Clara College, on on the worse side of the pros-
the occasion of the visit of J. Manson Esq., of the 0 d
Alameda, and a lady in mourning, to the College, pect before us, when the lIberal an
.accompanied by her orphan child, a daughter, of e t . 0 al y n board of
. about five summers. On reaching the students cha- n erprlslng comp 1 0 . .
pel, the lady was so struck with the beauty ~f.th.e whose steamship we indulged in our
statuettes adorning the ediflce that she made mqui- day-drearns, charged no passen goer
ries as to where she might be able to purchase L.J
similar decorations, in order to place them in her a single cent extra for looking·on
nursery; when the dear child remarked: .. Do the better ?
you want me to dream good , Ma ?"]
Do you want me to dream good, Ma ? Little occurred during the vOJ-
When my eyelids are closed in sleep age worth chronicling. The cap"
vVhen the an~els are hovering around, Ma, tain (Floyd). was ~ourteous, intelli-
T d littl d r b gent and philosophical ; and we had
I
0 l~tutalr youII' }1 e ar IMng, o-peep. luany a pleasant chat with him '~cle
see 1 e ange s lung up, U, i omnib b ·b l ZO."
A d th 1 . ftl "G 1 . 1 t " Iomni us Ire us et qu'z, usc am a ~~s.An ey w nsper so so y ooe lUg 1 I h~ d "W '11 b 'tl . II " Our fellow passengers w let er
.J. n saYi et. e'VI 1 you In eaven, American or English.'-were friendly
. , N a, O' ' :l 0" " .0' and agreeable; and the voyage
If 111 be a good Iittle girl for to-night. . itself all that could he wished, Suf-
Is it upwith the stars we shall go, Ma ? fice it to say that in eleven days
Or where is that sweet happy place? from the time of leaving San Fran..
Is it where you say Pa is just gone, Ma ? cisco harbor, we sa w the cocoa-nut
To I--Ieaven, that sweet holy place ? palms of the island of Oahu, fring..
Then kiss me good night once again, Ma, ing the identical sandy beach off
Before my last prayers are said, which Captain Cook had anchored
Which you've taught me not to forget, Ma years ago in His Britannic :NIajesty's
When in Illy own little cot I am laid. eighteen-gun sloop Resoiution,
Pleasant and cheerful as was the
aspect of the place in our eyes, and,
IlEnlINISCENCES OF I-I.""-L\.W ..AII- as it seemed, in those of B10St of our
fellow-passengers, in the mind of
NEI. one gentlen1an at least it associated
itself to judge by the lugubrious
expression of his countenance, with
dire and inevitable calamit y in fu-
t1-lT'O. Unfortunately for his peace
of mind he was a married man; and,
well enough as he nlight like' the
look of the place himself, his utter
inability to reconcile his better half
to an islanc1life in the Pacific, had
been long evident to us all. Thnt
high-minded lady had, however,
aecompanied her husband thither
in th e true spir it of a martyr, not-
withstanding her personal l'CPllg-
nan ce; and is a fr ee-born American
' V0111an to he made a martyr against
her will, and no t to t ake ont the
ehange in g ro"\vls ? I s she to resign
al l the blessing's and ad vantages of
c-i viliza tion ~iS "it «xist s in t1 e St:l t.e
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of New York, for the sake of a pal-
try husband, whose cold heart ' and
narrow mind could never rise to the
love . or appreciation of that .for
which alone life is worth the living
-\ve mean, of course, good society
I and fashionable millinery-anel yet
not make that husband suffer for the
selfishness which extorts such 'sacri-
fices? Perish the thought ! Nay,
it evidently had perished; if indeed,
in the case . of which we speak, it
had ever existed. The wretched
man ought to suffer, and had to suf-
fer, and was suffering; and that
acutely too, as w e could plainly see,
though.' th e lady perhaps hardly
reali zed it. And this wa- only the
beginning! In our well-meant syln-
pathy for ;him, to which outward
show could not be given, we went
and' sympathized with he?", trying
our petit poseible to soften things
.down, and hoping even agains t hope
t o extract fro m her some faint ex-
pression of sat isfact ion with S0111e-
thing ; but no! we had to reali ze
t he truth (If the poet's ",yords:- .
"The mans a fool 'who st rives by
strength or skill :
To st em the torrent of a woman's will ;
For if she 'will she 'will, you 111ay de-
pend on't, ' . ',' .
...And if she 'won't she won't, and there's.
an end ori't," .
\7\Te saw but little of our poor
friend after disembarking; but we
learnedthat he settled down at his
point of de stination ; in the Islands,
and that he was still alive at the
time of our return to Ameri ca, since
which date we have oft en looked
anxiously at the steamer news from
Honolulu, fearing lest ,Y C lnight
COIne across some such itern as this:
"On the 9th instant, died miserably
of henpeckedness, intensified by a
tropical climate, Jedediah 1VIcGuffin .
Esq., late ' of N ew York, deeply la-
mented by all who knew him."
Our feelings have, however, hither-
to, been spared this final blow, and
we trust, therefore, that the ' un-
happy gentlenlan's misery may, in
some unlooked for ' ,vay, have been
alleviated.
~ Honolulu, in the island of Oahu
at which place we landed after pass:
ing the sandy beach we 'have men-
tioned, with its cocoa-nuts and plea-
sant-looking white cottages, has
become the capital city of the gronp,
on account of its harbor, the only
one which the islands possess. A
channel t.hrough a reef at. this place,
en ables ships of a moderate size t o
pass through; and they aloe then
thoroughly protected. A large Aus-
trian frigate which arrived during
our st ay .. found sufficier-t water to
ent er ,,;it~hout diffioulty ; though II.
.B .M..'s frigate Galatea, which had
shortly before visited the Islands
with II. ·R . 1-I. t he Duke of Edin-
,burg h on board, had foun d it neces-
sary to an chor in t he roadstead out-
sid e. Honolulu is situat ed on the
southe rn side of Oahu, an d is thus
shel tered from 111any of the storms
with whi ch the northern portion of'
that island is visit ed. I t is the town
of the island; for go vvhere you w i II
(and yon cannot go far in any c1i- '
re ction) you find no other. 'The
111apS give you various names of pla-
ces fringing' the coast, but when in
yonr peregrinations you reach them,
you find that they consist of six or
eight houses each, sometimes indeed
'only of one or two, anc1 sometimes
of none-a promontory or a bay or
a hill being the only representation
of some former village, the locality
of which is now marked only by
the deserted "ta-ro" patches which
constituted the' support of former
generations of dusky heathen whose
descendants have now entirely dis-
appeared before the benefits of the
white man's "civilization. " Much
has been said by nl~nywriters about
the comeliness and grace of the 11a-
waiians, especially the wornen ; and
we must allow tl{at their praises in
these respects have not been exag-
gerated. There is nothing whatever
t
\.
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of the "nigger" about them ; and somewhat less anxious, after that
,in many faces one may notice much interview, to taste poi ourselves.
.the same expression and contour Another and more substantial dish
that is observable in the laboring of which the Hawaiians are very
class in Europe. Their fatness, when fond, and against which also preju-
they approach middle life, is per- dice has some power with most of
haps their chief personal drawback; us, is roast dog. Of this we we're
and this brings us back to the firmly resolved to partake, if the
"taro" patches to which we have opportunity presented itself; but
already alluded. The taro, as is it so happened that during our
well known, is a vegetable some- whole stay in the islands no one
what like :t potato, though (as it ever set that particular delicacy
seems to us) in flavor and L-all other before us. ' I t should be said in '
respects' vastly inferior, which the defence of Hawaiian dog's-meat,
Hawaiins both eat as a vegetable, that the dogs they eat are. fattened
and pound into the paste called specially for the purpose, and that
"poi," which forms perhaps the chiefly on vegetables, and are some-
principal nutriment of all classes, times kept in yards devoted to
and which causes the unwieldy their use, with little dog-houses at-
fatness to which reference has been tached. So fond indeed are the
made. It is remarkably like bill- native ladies of their dogs, even
sticker's paste in appearance; and when living, that it is not, we were
we should imagine that the same told, an unfrequent thing to see
paste when slightly sour, would a young woman suckling a baby at
greatly resem ble it in taste. Its one breast and a puppy at ' the '
preparation is a curious sight to other. We wish we were able to
behold for the first time. Walking say we had seen this remarkable
along one of-the by-streets of Hono- sight ourselves; but "such is life"
lulu, shortly after our arrival, we that the things which are the most
passed the open door of a sort of charming in this world are general-
shop-a" poi ", shop, apparently- ly the things one misses.
kept by a native. Looking in, we 'W e shall not attempt, however,
saw the proprietor, completely to enter into a description of the
dressed in his" maro" (a narrow manners and customs of Hawaii-
strip of cloth tied round the loins) N ei, which are doubtless more or
and in nothing else, squatting tailor- less known to our readers by means
. like upon the ground behind a big of the various books which the Is-
mortar, and pounding a"Tay at the lands have called forth, from mis-
taro with his pestle, as if for very sionaries and others. It "rill be
life. Streams of perspiration more to the purpose if we say a few
poured down his body on all sides, words on their political, social, and
as he grinned at u~ delightfully in religious aspect s.
welcome; and whilst he and we . As regards their politics, many
held mutual converse in signs, .as changes in the state of affairs have
well as we could, it was impossible taken place during the reigns of
to avoid the conviction ocnlarly the five kings who have borne the
forced upon us that the poi upon royal appellation of"Kamehameha."
which he was engaged would con- ' England w-as in the first place. all..
tain a large proportion of animal powerful in the Islands, and might
moisture in combination with that easily have appropriated them, long '
of the vegetable before him. Such since, had she been so disposed. The
is prejudice even in the civilized days ofEnglish acquisitiveness have,
mind, that we certainly did feel however, long gone by; and Eng
o
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Janel would not now have the Is- 1 fellow-countrvrnen. 'Ve are not
lands at a gift. H er present politi- quite sure if there were any mart.yra
cal interest in them 'is only that in the Islands iri those days, thou.gh
they may retain their independence. we think there were ; but confes-
France appeared on'the field next, 'SOl' S and sufferers ' for the Faith
as a possible, nay at one time proba- there were in plenty: and we
bIe r conqueror.of the .H awaiian 18- knowfor a fact that bodily tortures
lands; but this danger also passed were inflicted; having been . in-
away.nnainly through the influence formed of the circumstances by
ofEnglanc1; and at last a mutual en- old residents in I-Ionoluln. Nor
gagement was entered into between did the Puritan missionaries prevent
the two countries, 't hat neither this; though they Inight easily have
should at any time infringe upon done so. N ot hing but French gun s
the native independence. stopped it. This was blow the
Only one thing was wanting in first to the Presbyterian interest r ,
t he treaty to complete the secu- for priests poured in, 'a Vi car ~L\..pos­
rity of the Hawaiian dynasty; tolic was sent to the Islands by
and that was, th at the United His Holiness, and soon th ere were
States of ..A..merica should make 1110re Catholics arl10ng the natives
a third in this engagenlent ; for than disciples .of Calvin. And the
there is, beyond all doubt, a much "Sa'\vbath" was dreadfully dese-
greater probability of ..American crated by cigar-smoking and 1101'8e-
annexation than of any otli er ; and riding, both of which /had heel}
America is still unpledged as to the st rict ly prohibited 011 Sundays, and \
future. It is not that the American the fanner on week days also (as
Govornment shows, or has, at an y having', apparently, 80n1e intrinsic
time, shown much wish to appro- wickedness in it) by th e Puritan
priate these islands; though ·their la w-givers, We thiuk, indeed that
possession by the United States, smoking ha s assumed the rank,
would doubtless go far to wards among Hawaiian Calvinist s, of one
making the North Pacific an "A~ne- of the chief evils of Foperv ; and
rican lake ;"-no other harbor than w e confess to being so far , in ac-
that which they afford being in cord with them that we do not, OU1'-
existence in all that ocean. selves , call to mind an ything worse
But here the religious element th an smoking which ha s ever l'e-
come s in. The first Protestant 111is- ceived the sanction of th e Catholic
sionaries having been.Americans.joro- Church. Anyhow, its outward prac-
SCt'l l ,q ; and their influence hein g st ill ti co 'V~1S a sig n t o t he . Ame rican
very great in 'the islands, a powerful Missionaries, of Catholic an d French
party exi sts th ere, whose whole aim predominance ; and that predorni-
and object it is to accomplish th e nauce, thoug h it oppressed them in
annexation to this cou nt ry. . TIll e 110 ,vay whatev er, seems t o have
Catholio mission, forced npon the m been th e first t hing which set them
as it was hy French arms, t o which lon ging for ..Americnn .sup por t ,
alone the defence of religions Iiber- But th ere was a second rcaso!}
t y inthe Pacific ha s been left , was al so, calculate d to mnke them wel-
received with lamentations-cshall come th e suggeste d advent of th e
"ve say imprecations ?-both lou d Stars and St ripes to their jslan~ls.
and deep. 'I'here was even a ]"Ol'Ced:1R they had beenby Cathnllc
considerable amount of" persecution France into the reluctant adlnission
for consc ience' sake" On the part of of the principl e of religious lib~rtY,
t he Purit an-tausrht na tiv es, :1.gains t th eir cnp of bittern ess was H,Ot yet
the (~O J1JOl'((" nilia (i f th ei r P opish full . N e'\" I~n g: l an a P tl ri tan ~ hfld to
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witness, in. helpless innocence, the ! e~clusively, among American Cal-
arrival from old England of a regu- vinists for ' the purchase of the
Iar Episcopalian mission with an An- kingdom of the Kamehamehas by
glican bishop at its head. And the the United States; ' a desire which
quiet assumption of superiority-c-on is still (we think happily) unfulfilled,
good prima facie grounds, we must but which is by no means impos-
confess-s-with which High-Church sible of fulfilment, and which at
Anglicans meet all attempts at Cal- one time, we believe, stood consid-
vinistic fraternization, was doubt- erable chance of becoming an ac-
less particularly galling to their feel· complished fact. The political
ings. Here was" religious liberty" parties in the Islands are influenced
with a vengeance! ..The Papists w ere a good deal by advocacy of or op-
bad enough. What indeed can be position to this idea; the French
worse, in point of actnal idolatry and English interests being, of
and falsehood, than a Papist? But course, against . it, and the Ameri-
the very fact that Popery was so can and especially, the Calvinistic)
notoriously anti-christian, made it, for it, with sundry important ex-
in some sense, easier to bear. It ceptions in individual cases. .
was so evidently the devil's child Then comes the irrepressible " la-
that there could be no rnistake bor question".which, under one form
about it. 'I'he Anglicans, however, or another is, at this moment, agi-
whilst they promulgated, in a half- tating every nation of the civilized
and-half kind of way, Iuany of the world, and seems destined to do in-
most noxious doctrines of Popery, finite mischief in the near future.
and' even (in this particular case) It will not, we trust, prove as de ..
aspired openly to the name of Ca- structive to Honolulu as it has
tholic, made great pretensions, in proved to Paris; but it undoubt-
fact if not in name, to dominate edly excites great interest there,
over the Protestant religion too. and calls forth, frequently, a very
It was easy enough, of course, to great amount of bitter feeling jJro
confute them ; but the PQor Calvin- and con. It takes a form very sim ..
ists had never had so chameleon- ilar to that in .which it shows itself
like a set of religionists to deal here in California, and from a sim-
with ; and didn't know how. All ilar cause :-the employment of
this wae England's fault. There- Chinese labor in place of that of
fore, down with England! Get natives. With the Hawaiians how-
England out of the "ray as well as ever, parties are . differently con-
France; and in order to achieve stituted altogether. . We may he
that end, give everything into the sure that o~ this, as.o~ ah~lo~st allY
hands of " Uncle Sam." Uncle other question 011 w hich a differenoc
Sam, as all the world knew", was is possible, the Franco-English
half horse and half alligator" and party would range itself on one ,
could digest anything; and Uncle side and the American Calvin-
Sam was their uncle. Get him to ist party on the other; and s? .we
accept the Islands, therefore, by all find it; the former sympathizing
means, and let the Kamehamehan more or less with the planters, who
dynasty go to-s-well l not exactly, ' '" Tant any feasible number of China-
we suppose, to ,( kingdom come ;" men imported with as little delay
but, if there be any such place, to as 11lay be; and the latter, unlike our
"kingdom go." Anyhow, put California Puritans, advocating the
down the French and English! exclusion of the Chinese, firstly,
In this ,yay, we conceive, arose the on account, of their viciousness
desire, prevalent chiefly, or perhaps and immorality, whioh is regarded
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as likely to corrupt the pleasure-lev-
ing natives still more, and secondly,
on the ground taken by the Demo-
cratic party in this State, viz: the
displacement of native labor.
This gives us a curious reversal of
the Puritan attitude with which
we are familiar here ; but" circum-
stances alter cases," and the N e\v
Englanders resident in Hawaii
would certainly never advocate a
new Constitutional Amendment. in
favor of the admission of the Chi-
nese. The Hawaiian 'problem is,
however, somewhat difficult of sol-
ution on any other theory than
that of a large Chinese immigration
in the future; for the natives are
not. only somewhat inefficient as
laborers, on account of their indo-
lence and unreliability, but they
are decreasing in numbel's at so
rapid a rate, that but for immigra-
tion the country would soon be de-
populated altogether. To· this,
various causes, into which we can-
.not now enter, are contributing;
and that 80 strongly that we can-
not but think that two or three
more generations 'v ill end the
Hawaiian race. Attempts have
been made to import .men of kin-
dred blood from various other
islands in the Pacific. But all
such attempts, it 'is plain, must he
failures; because the causes which
are tending to the depopulation of
the- particular group in question,
are also .at work in all other islands
of the same ocean: and the only
result of a success which is practi-
cally impossible would bc-sul)POS-
ing it possible-the re-population of
the Hawaiian by the depopulation of
all the other groups.
Tahiti, under the careful and
thoughtful .rule of the French,
affords a similar instance of the
progress of destiny. 'Very Ina-uy
colonist s are drawn thither from
other islands; but, uotwithstand-
ing this, the Tahitians are rapidly
decreasing' in 111l111her ;a.n <1 Ina.ny
neighboring groups will; 'no doubt,
if the immigration into Tahiti con-
tinues, be soon left entirely desolate.
It seems probable to the dis-
passionate on-looker, that could
the American party in I-Iawaii-
Nei achieve their favorite object,
annexation, the native race would
meet with Jar less care and con-·,
sideration than it receives now,
and the Chinese or any other Coolie
immigration he ' warmly received.
The present advocates of Chinese
immigration, who receive to agreat
extent the support of the king's
goverIllnent, advocate it only under
restrictions and with precan-
tions calculat ed in some degree to
protect the interests and well-being
of the natives. And it is just in
these restrictions and precautions
that the difficulty lies, and that
there is opportunity for that wise
and thoughtful legislation which
lnay he reasonably expected from
the ministers of a king of native
blood. The whole care and thought
of the cabinet of King Kamehame-
ha (and it numbers some thought-
ful men among its members) ought
to be, and we hope is directed to
the combination of the commercial
prosperity of the Islands with the'
preservation and welfare of th e
King's own race, But ..American
officials are too familiar with the
decay of noble Indian l~aces at
horne to care much for the preser-
vation of a few thousand semi-
christianized savages, on islands
two thousand miles oft: The first
question with them would, doubt-
less, he how to make the annexation
pay; and pay it neither could nor
would, so 101jg as the present defi-
ciency of labor continued. • To this
con sideration everything else ,vonld
have to yield; and thus the CaI-
vinistic party in the Islands ,vould
see one of its aims defeated, by the
very fact that the other had
been achieved. In another
particular also, it would ree.eive a
\)
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blow; for it has always professed, was engaged, has saved a few dol -
as it is natural a politico-religious lars, and then, instead of returning
party should profess, great zeal .for to the celestial country, ' has taken
the moral and religious welfare of to himself a Hawaiian wife, become
the natives. . But what. would be the progenitor of the. queerest lot
the effect, in this regard, of an in- of little children that ever was
flux of Yankee speculators and seen-s-with IIawaiian faces and Chi-
"carpet-1:>aggers," and of the occu- nese pig-tails-and has started a
pation of the principal points by little grocer): and general storejn
garrisons of American troops? SOUle out-of-the-way corner . of the
Simply that which has always fol- island, where there is already one
lowed the advent of every large such a shop, kept by .a native, and
nurn bel' of. white men ; a further where there .is room for one .only.
and more-rapid corruption of native As a consequence the poor native
morals, in the two ,vays, at once, soon finds that he cannot .hold
of licentiousness and intemperance, his . O\Vl1 · against his H heavenly"
j-\.t present, the laws ~gain8t the rival; and he has to "dry up"
sale to natives of ' i~toxicating Ii- and depart; the Chinaman, mean-
quors, are very strict; though they while, who, with all his vices,
are, of course, often evaded. But has at any rate the redeeming
~ would it be possible, under circum- qualities. of acuteness and industry,
stances so greatly changed, or would building up quite a profitable little.
·· t here be even the uiieh; on the part trade, and becoming the moneyed
of those in power, to maintain such man of the locality. In this and
laws ? We fear not. It seems to in a thousand other 'ways, the Chi-
'us, therefore, short-sighted of the nesc olcment of "the .population is
Missionary party, in more than one continually thrusting itself forward
respect, to advocate annexation as to the permanent displacement of
they do. The material prosperity the native. Indeed. in some eases
of the Islands-if we can call that even the white Juan has had to
lnateri.al prosperity the first res.ult yield to the vellow-skin : 110ta~ly,
of which must be the destruction in the matter of restaurants, "\VhICh
of their present inhabitants-would white men have oftentimes - at-
no dou?t be greatly. enhanced by tempted, but at which they have
annexation .to the United States; as never met with any lasting success.
the .prosperity of all annexed coun- At the present moment, almost
tries always has been. But those every restaurant in . Honolulu has
Inay well be excused who, foresee- fallen into Chinese ownership; and
in 0' the manner in which it must we often saw the somewhat pecn-be~brought about, are more inclined liar sisrht of a white waiter in ' the'
to deprecate. suc~ pro'sp.erity than employ of a y~llo\v landlord. Thus ·
to welcome It. Ihe Chlpe~e, even much 111ay suffice .to show that. the .
nn~eI: th~ pre~ellt restrictions on Chinese problem I~ one or consider-
the~lr. ImnllgratIOll: .a!ld the }?l'esent able imp0l'tanc~,.III variousways, '
deficiency of facilities for It, are in the island politics of Honolulu.
rapidly supplal~ti~1~the lTI?re indo- 'I'he religions aspect of the islands,
lent and less CIVIlIzed natives, not so far as its external developments
merely in plantation labor, but in are concerned, is, as 'V~ have seen,
every other ,va·y. Ride where yon closely connected with their politi-
will about the country, you find cal diversities. Whilst we, on thj:?
.Johri Chinaman, He has come over continent rejoice in about three
as a coolie in the first instance, has thousand relio-ions, (if the number
served out the t erm for whi ch he be greater , \\~ stand open. to cor-
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rection,) the poor Hawaiians .are so the Hawaiian race; for not only is
un-blest as to possess but three- the accomplishment of reading al-
the Calvinistic, the Catholic and most ,universalamong these island-
the Anglican. Of the first, it is ers, but there are actually -several
scarcely possible for ' a Catholic to nelvspaper,A in circulation, written in
say much, for he seldom gets a the native language, not to mention
chance of becoming at .all intimate sundry books, all more or less of a
with any of the preachers of the religious character, which are dis -
sect, or even with the most zealous seminated by the missionaries or
of its lay members, For our own their agents. 01 We cannot but think,
part, we would have gladly wel- however, that the capacity of the
c0111ed such intimacy, which would people for the perusal of literary pro-
have enabled us to form a good ductions is ver)r nearly wasted, from
idea, at first hand, of the workinjz the circumstance that there is really
of that religion among the natives. nothing in the Hawaiian lano'uaO'e
and of the degree of good which it which can be dignified by thebna~e
may have done - them, The Cal- of literature; nor, from the paucity
vinists of Honolulu, will, probably, of its words, can there be. If th&e
(should this article ever meet their natives had been taught English
eyes) consider it rather a compli- and had acquired the po,ver of read~
ment than otherwise, that a Catho- ing and writing in that language,
lic magazine like the O'VL, should a great opening for intellectual P~'o­
characterize their religion as false gress would, doubtless, have beep
and unscriptural. Without, there- afforded to them ; but, as it is, they
fore, any fear of hurting the feel- have no means of profiting by their
ings of any of the good men who edl~cation. Regarding the Holy
profess Calvinistic Protestantism, Scriptures as a sort of charm, the
we frankly avow, that the divine perusal of which alone was w ell
certainty which Catholics possess worth the labor, both to teacher
of the truth of their own religion, and taught, of qualifying and be-
includes as its necessary co-relative; cOlll.ing qualified for it, these worthy
equal certainty as to ' the fals ehood Puritans thought, first, last, and
of the various heresies which oppose exclusively, of enabling their C011-
it, and particularly of Calvinism, verts to read the Bible. And herein,
a system especially contrariant to as we conceive, lies the cause which
the teaching of our Divine Lord. has hitherto limited the ad vance of
Consequently, that we should look the native intellect. So far from
upon the labors of the Calvinistic making invidious complaints of the
sect as productive of unmixed good, smallness of the literary work done
is not to be expected. On the by the Presbyterian ministers, we
other hand, we are perfectly sure would rathermake that candid ac-
that the energies of so rnany well- knowledgement whicdh is due. to
meaning, though mistaken men, them, of the great an ~ul,vearYlllg
exerted for so nlaBY years against labor on their parts, which has,p1'o-
heathenism and ilnmorality, 111USt duced, in the first place, an entire
have produced some good; and we 't ranslat ion of the Holy Scriptures,
should have been glad of fuller op- (of all -inspired books, that is, which
portunities than we pos sessed, to Protestants acknowledjrc.] and in
d-etermine the relative proportions the second, the various lesser works,
of good and evil which have result- calculated to mislead the natives
ed from the American mission, In as to their true sense, which consti-
an educational point of view, it has 'tute the only other literature" of
undoubtedly done sornething for * " ' e except, of course , tha t which has ema-
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Hawaii-Nei. But , after g iving the
missionaries full credit for all this,
and after admitting that their aids
to the native misinterpretation of
the Bible, are quite sufficient (op-
position apart.) to ensure that end,
we still think, that a "literature so
limited, is 1110re likely "to narrow
than to widen the intellectual scope
of the Hawaiian mind ; and that if
t he elementary instruction of the
rising generation had been given,
to a very much greater extent,
through the medium of the English
language, much more permanent
good , "\vonlc1have been effected.
\Vith regard to the 1110ral improve-
ment w hich ll1ight have been looked
for from the introduction of Puri-
tanical Christianity among the hea...
thens of the Islands, we fear very
little that is favorable can he said.
N early all the testimony we heard,
converg ed to the OBe "point, that.
comparat ively little good had been
done in, this respect, There are,
however, no doubt, 111any brilliant
exceptions to the general rule; and
though, fro III all that we could
learn, it would be ruerely imagina-
ti ve to take the highly optimist
view of the question to which the
prepossessions of 'some have led
them, we quite recognize that,
under very great difficulties of
various kinds, SOIne improvement
has been effected. It is indeed an
invidious task, and one to which
we are nowise inclined, for a stran-
o'er-anel that stranger a Catholic
fike ourselves-to cotne in at the
eleventh hour, when ~thers have
borne the burden and heat of the
(lay, and to criticize and to earp at
the results of their well-meant la-
bors. It is Hot with Calvinists
. hut w ith Calvinism that we find
fault ; and right gladly do ' we re-
cog nize the good which, by Goel's
grace 111al1Y of these worthy Cal vin-
ists have done, and the still greater
good at which they have aimed.
na ted from th-e F rench Catholic Misslon.
But- there are Protestants of
another kind 011 the scene now, to-
wards w hom we 111USt now give a
glance: " Protestant Episcopalians"
those of them 11lay be calleel who
come from America, and "they can '
scarcely take offence at the title,
for our authorit for it is their own
J300k of Common Prayer. In the
present instance however, their
" Episcopus " and the greater nU111-
bel' of his clergv came from that
,g'ooel olel land OJ of compromises,
~=ngland. And he and they, im-
mediately on their arrival, dis-
claimed the name of Protestant
and aspired to the name-c-though
not to the faith-of Catholics.
They are, without knowing it, the
former; and they 'are not, without
knowing that they are not, the
latter. How then shall we charac-
terize such a "variable quantity;"
without giving offence either to
them or to truth '? It certainly
seems hard to inflict the stigma of
the Protestant name all any 111a11 or
set of men w ho disclaim it, and 'v ho
coincide with Catholics in regard-
ing it as a stignla of religious dis-
grace; \Vhilst, 011 the other hand,
we should be exceeding the,bounds
of all reasonable courtesy, besides
confounding the sense of the Queen's
English, if we surrendered the title
of the ancient Church of God to
those new claimants. 'I'hey will not
object, we hope, to he called ".t\ngli-
cans," which is no term of reproach,
and which, 1110reOVe1", has the ad-
vantage of not" robbing Peter" to
pay anyone else. But we cry our
readers' pardon. The thoughts
which arise in our mind at the very
mention of the name of Antrlican,
are too serious, after all, to admit of
any hut ycry serious words, rrhey
recall our younger clays of inno-
cence and happiness at horne, and
the deal' .old friends and relati yes
who once shared that name with us,
lllUllY of \V'hOlTI are now awaiting
us, as ve trus t ~ d'\ngl1rans though
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they were, in that better land, to ly fail to open a very wide gulf be-
attain which is the highest aspira- tween the actnal and the soi-disani
tion of all who love the Lord Jesus Catholics; but, nevertheless, we
Christ in sincerity. For their sakes, believe that, on the whole, the ar...
and for the sake of old associations rival of the English mission bene-
- of all kinds, we are inclined to look fiteel the Catholic cause. In the
tenderly on those who still wander first place, the progress of morality
in that A-nglican maze, out of which was considerably forwarded by the
we ourselves (thank God!) found exertions of the English clergy,
the right path. They are so near who devoted themselves very zea-
.the truth, too, and (many of them) lously to the work of education,
80 well disposed towards it, that and in so doing adopted the same
the chief difficulty of a Catholic, course which 'had been followed by
and especially of a convert, in the Catholic priests from the outset,
speaking of or to them, is to guard viz, : that of separating the sexes
sufficiently against misconception in the schools. And, in the second,
on their parts of those kindly ex- they saw the mistake which had
pressious of respect and good will been committed by · the Pres-
to which his feelings prompt him. ' byterians in limiting the education
For they are so possessed with the of the islanders, generally, to such
desire of being recognized as Catho- knowledge as could be imparted
lies, that they are ever ready-e-we through the medium of ·the native
suppose unconsciously-to interpret language. Accordingly they began
any expression of kindliness towards from the first to encourage the es-
them in. that sense. This was the tablislunent of English schools for
difficulty of the French Catholic each sex, in various places ;-a
missionaries in the Islands, when thing which they were peculiarly
the Anglicans arrived, and assumed fitted to do, an~d for which the
the title of "lteformed Catholics." French Catholic clergy, to whom
Whilst they (the latter) looked the English language seems to pre-
down with a sort of dignified pity sent an almost insuperable diffieul-
on the Presbyterian preachers, they ty, were specially disqualified.
seemed to expect that the Catholic There had long, however, existeel
priests would recognize them as a flourishing convent school at
fellow Catholics; anel it became Honolulu, conducted by the Catho-
needful, at last, that the latter lie Sisters of the Sacred Hearts of
should point out plainly, distinctly Jesus and Mary, in which, ofcourse,
and publicly, that there could be, girls alone were received, and in
\ from the nature of the case, but which instruction was "given In
one Catholic Church in the world, English; and there had also been,
and that men who refused to ac- in contemporaneous action, a Catho-
- knowledge the earthly head of that lie College for boys at Ahuimanu,
Church, were not, and could not some twelve miles from the capital,
be Catholics: that, in short, it under the zealous management of
was of the very essence of Catho- Father Walsh, an Irish clergyman,
licism to submit to an external and and one of the very first mtssiona-
visible authority of some sort- ries " rho landed in the Islands. ·
and that this was just what the (R.I.P.) These had been doing a
self-styled "Reformed 'Catholics" /good work among natives as well
failed most signally to do-no pre- as foreigners, for each sex separate-
late in the whole world having .any Iy ; but their advantages had, of
jurisdiction over their bishop. I ..an- course, been limited to those who
gnage so plain as this could scarce- were either Catholics or willing- to
{
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accept Catholic teaching ; whereas, time to time, to their English sup-
the great Blass of natives under porters at horne. 'I'o look back
Protestant influence had had indeed, upon the early literature of
nothing better to fall back upon, in the Anglican mission, representing,
the educational line, than .the Ha- as it seems to do, nothing but :l, '
waiiau mixed schools for both sexes series of triumphs, and to cOlnpre-
'v hich . the Puritan missionaries bend at the same time the almost
patronized; and even the children complete collapse which has since
of foreigners under the same intlu- occurred of the entire structure,-
ence were only provided for ill a even to the ignorninious disappear-
mixed college, vVithout entering anee from the .sceue of the " auto-
npon the »exaia quaietio of mixed cephalous " bishop-is, undoubted-
schools in general, we think there ly to realize a contrast as unexpec-
is scarcely )'00111 for doubt that in ted and as humiliating to those
such a country as Hawuii-Nci they chiefly interested, as anything that
.a re productive of far more evil has occurred even in the history of
than good. And therefore, when Protestant missions. Nor do we
three 11nglicall ladies who formed Ray this in any spirit of triumph ;
part of the staff of the new mission for Catholic interests have rather
and who called themselves "Sisters" suffered than otherwise by the .f-\.ng-
(though not pretending, so far as lican collapse, which has strength-
we could learn, to be of any par- eneel the hands of the Puritans,
ticular order) established an without in any ,yay helping the
J~~nglish girl's school under the cause of1,he old faith,
careful, affectionate and pious man- It would be a thankless, as it
ageulent which such ladies are sure is an unnecessary task, to enter
to giye to any institution under into the causes of this failure :,ve
their care, it was indeed a very prefer saying a few words about
great gain to the Protestant popu- the Catholic mission, to which we
lation, rrhose"\ rho shrank from have already made some reference,
Presbyterian teaching did not so and which will naturally interest
much object. to that of Anglicans; our readers more than either of
and the excellent ladies in question the others. vVe shall not attcm pt
soon had a flourishing school under to give its history, which mav be
their control, which was, and we Iearned from other soure~s; b1;t wo
believe still is, the means of training will observe that, notwithstanding
up in lnode~ty. and refinement large the great and ulmo-t insuperable
IHUllbel'S of girls whom the Puri- difficulties under which it labored
tanical system of education would at its commencement, its converts
have been powerless to save from at the present moment, .numher
ruin. The --:~nglicnn boy's school, nearly, if not quite, as rnany a~
w hich was afterwards called St. I those of the .ot her two missions
Alban's College, improved more in put tog·ether. N eady all the white
name than in reality; and though men in the Islands, if of any
no doubt the J11eanS of good, so religion at all, are Calvinists or
far as it went, never became of Lt\nglicans. 'I'ho Catholics Oll the
anything like t.he importanco of the other hand, are mostly natives, and
ot,her. j)OO7' uati yes to hoot; for the chiefs
.Nor did the ...--\ng·licall clergy nn.turu.llv fol 10\\' · the Iring and
effect much as missionaries, not- Queen in their Anti-Oatholic 1'1'e-
withstanding the pretty little books judices. The mission has thus 11:1.1
and highly encouraging papers to rely almost entirely on l~nl'openn
, which detailed their progrel.,s, from , (whir-l: in this case means French]
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support; and notwithstanding this, which is trying to behold, an a
there .has been built in the capital which seems to argue badlv for th e
city of Honolulu, a' large stone manner in which tlleir pretty brow n
Cathedral of imposing dimensions, mothers bring them up. r-rile moth-
the general effect of which is, in ers themselves, however, and th e
spite of its extreme simplicity, at adult natives generally, of both
once ecclesiastical and appropriate. sexes, .seem very devout in their
Rows of massive, white pillars behaviour, and VAry intelligent of
divide the aisles from the nave, the service; as we believe they are ;
and the wide area within is guilt- for the , good priests have well
less of pe,vs, and almost of chairs; grounded them in the meaning of
for the natives need no seat except everything.
the gronnd, which they have cover- Not a word of auv lunvuuce
eel with clean, white matting at but Latin '0 1' I-Ia"\vaii;'n is t:l eV~l"
their own expense. Nor is there heard in the Church; the ser-
even a confessional; for the Hawai- mons being invariably in t.h« latter
ian custom is, simply to kneel at language, and add ressed excl usive-
the priest's feet as he sits, robed in ly, of course, to the natives. One
cassock and cotta, 'on a simple reason of this rnay be, the very
chair, in one of the aisles, both small nnrnber of white men in th e
priest and penitent being visible to Islands, who have the happiness t o
all in the Church. It seemed a belong to the old religion; whils t
little strange to us, at first, to e011- another certainly is, that the priest s,
fess ill' this sort of ,vay; but ens- being French, are not able to preach
torn is everything, and we soon in ~~nglish
got used to it. . It is curious enough to notice..
'--' At I-ligh Mass on Sundays or as we did, that the only Inec1iun ~
F east D ays, the Cathedra'! pre- of comm nuicat ion between th e
sent s a st riking , C01.lJJ d'cenil to Catho lic priest and the Calvinis -
th e stranger who ent ers it for tic preacher, when commuuication
t he first time. The three altars at becomes necessary, is t he Hawai-
t he east end of the nave and aisl es ian t ong ue, with ,,,11ic11 both p al'-
(for there' is no distinct chancel) ti es are, of course, acquuinted,
are handsornel y vested and orna- whilst ea ch is isrnoran t of th e
merited, and the 'eye is led up to othe r's language. v
them from the w est ern door of the R,eligions an d nati onalities ru n
Church (the white meu 's post, as parallei, indeed, in a rell1arkable ,yay
be ing , we suppose, the worst place) in Hawaii-N ei ; each Mission being
across rows of kneeling or squat- connected wi th a nationality of it s
t ing worshipper s of bot h .sexe?; own ; and , , YO fea r, that the effect
the 'V0111en on the south side , 111 of this has sca rcely b-een advant a-
t he "holokus" or loose nigh t-go,vns geo ns to any one of th em. The
of various brivht colors, which have Catholic relig-ion, for jnstauce, 0 11
become theil~ ordinary dress, the account of the zeal show n hy it s
111en on the north, dressed more 01' French protect or s for t he introc1ne-
less like Europeans, aud, conse- .tion of Cognac, duty f ee, became
quent ly, much 1110re sombre in ap- so connect ed in th e native Blind
pearance than their female relatives; with that ar ti cle of commerce , that
whilst thc nausrhticst of little brown it got the nick-nam e arnonz some~hildl'en keep L'lrllnn-ing 'about from of '-trlR nati ves of , ~ Pnle-bl~nc1y ;"
one siele to the other, lau ghing, and "pule" be ing the Hawaiian for re-
eating, and talking, and st ruggling ligion or ~()orslt'iJ), and that particu-:
throl~'h t he service in a ma nner lar worship be iu« C01111ccte d in their
. b 0
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minds with the principal article
which its defenders had for sale.
·vVe think we detect in this nick-
name the heavy- wit of the "solid
men of Boston, who go to bed at
sun-down.' .
I ..ittle enough, however, of Cog-
Hue or an V other stimulant do
t he pOOl' French fathers taste.
We visited se\Teral of them, in
riding round the island, and felt
at once honored and edified by their
acquaintance. It would be scarce-
1y possible to find more self-den y-
ing, hard-working, simple minded,
or holy men than they are; and
the contrast between their humble
and neglected dwellings and the
comfortable familv houses of the
Puritan Ininisters," is well represen-
tative of the nnalojrous contrast
between their respective occupants.
III the early days of the Mission,
we were informed, they lived with
and fared like the poorest of the
natives, their principal food being
"poi;" and even now, we fancy
that no other white 1113.n would, or
could stand a lite like theirs. And
-, yet they are highly educated, well-
read, und courteous gentlenlen, to
holer intercourse with whom is a
pleasure. The effect of the resi-
deuce of such 111en for five, tell, or
fifteen years, as cases vary, arnongst
the poor natives in the most remote
part of the Islands, and the know-
ledge that they have como to live
and die there, to spend and be
spent, without any hope of seeing
their homes 01' native land or friends
again, and without even such solace
as the ordinary comforts of this
life "afford, cannot hut be, as in
truth it is, very ·p:reat . And the
supernatural help which alone ena-
bles them to live such lives, and to
persevere as they do unto the end,
is seen and appreciated by their
flocks. Quietly, and surely the
good seed has heen so\vn; and
silently, like the material seed in
th e gl"ol1nd of nat.ure, is it spring-
ing up and ripening and bringing
forth good fruit. Even in the first
days of the mission, when the
Puritan persecution was only stayed
by French arms, did the native
Catholics show themselves true
soldiers of Christ. Much more, as
we firmly believe, would they so
show themselves now,
There have been, however 111any
difficulties to contend with, spring-
ing from the native character it-
self w hich has 11lany weaknesses
and is inclined to certain vices
of its O'VJJ. .A slight illustration
of this peculiarity of tempera-
ment is afforded by the fact that
the Church dispenses Hawai-
ian Oath olios from fasting, and
even from the Friday abstinence.
" Why ?" it will be naturally
asked. We :.1J1S'Ver, because the
natives have an especial objection .
to fasting tchen they are ordered.
'Not, be it observed, to fasting in
itself, bat only to having set times
fixed for it. This is not all ohjec-
tion of. principle as it is with SOlTIe
Protestants; for if so, of course
the Church could not yield to it:
it is merely all idiosyucrasy of the
native character. Consequently it
has been thought advisable to give
a o'eneral dispensation: and the,vi~lonl of the Church in so doing,
is proved by the fact that, the IIa-
waiians do not neglect the duty of
fasting. On the contrary, one of
the priests told U~, that he had
sometimes a little difficulty in res-
training them from earrying it to
excess; and he mentioned, as all
illustration, the case of a native
who had voluntarily taken upon
himself to fast three days a week
for a very long period, before the
meeting of the V atican Council, ill
order to entreat the blessing of the
Almighty thereon. On the whole,
then, it is evident that a gl:eat and
successful 'York, so fhr a.s it goes,
is being done hy the Catholic
Church in thO~t~ Islnnds; and if all
•
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should not come of it that has been Islands is certainly much more of
reasonably hoped, it will be, not an amusement than in other coun-
because the Church's mission to the tries. The island horses, from that
Hawaiians will have failed, but custom which is said to be a second
.because the Hawaiian race itself nature, are able to go where horses
will have failed in general would find progress ont
It is time, however, that we of the question. 'Tolcanic as the
should ' say something before we formation of the country is, there
conclude, On the social aspects of is no lack of rough hill. sides, pe1'-
the Islands. pendicular, or semi-perpendicular,
With regard to the natives, they up and clown which the young peo-
are highly sociable, we believe, in pIe Inay scalnper; and we 11111St
their ,vay; hospitality being as dis- avow that the first day on which
tinguishing a trait in their charac- ,ve Blade a riding expedition of this
tel', as it is in that of most half-civil- kind, and found that 'Fe were ex-
ized races. A 111a11 lllay "loaf pected to ascend a mountain nearly
about" indeed from one house to as upright as a wall, and interspers-
another, not among his relatives eel with large volcanic boulders, ill
.and friends merely, but even a1110ng snch a manner as to leave no pas-
strangers, and be 'cont inuously sup- 'sag e for our horse, we turued round
ported almost as long as he likes, to the man behind us (for we led
without doing anything for his the van) and made the' deliberate
.livelihood. And they are sociable assertion that it couldn't be clone.
enough too in their village feasts, "All right I" he answered, "Go
aud riding parties, and dances, and ahead! I did it myself vesterdav."
gaInes of various kinds; all snch Urged hy which vel~y practical oJa r_
sociability, and especially ' their glllnent, we incited without at-
dancing heing 1110re or less COl1- tempting to guide our equine quad-
ducive to immoralitv. ruped ; 'Yho, .thus left to himself
It is but little'~ however, of began to scramble, cat-like, over
the uative sociability that a white the boulders in the oddest way
mau sees or wishes to see. What possible, and in due time succeedecl
ehieflv concerns a visitor is the so- in landing.us on the topmost ridge
cial intercourse of the white resi- of the mountain, But if the ascent
dents with each other and with seemed puzzling, the descent 011
visitors. It is, perhaps to be ex- r the other side seemed impossible ;
pected, that a place like Honolulu and, bnt for the great practical
should welcome strangers more knowledsrc which our steed eyi-
warmly than ordinary c .ontinental dently p~sessed of mountain 'York,
towns would he likely to do; but would have actually been so. He
we 11111st say that, even allowiug; for held on, however, JUnc)1 as a sail-
such an expectation, the irnpres- or holds on to rigging in a storm,
sions which a new-comer receives, and, like the sailor, managed to
from the friendly o reetinas with find his ,,'ay down without fallinz.
which he meets on
b
all ,sides, and Nor, having once 'g ras,;)ec1 the idea
from the geniality and refinement that he is to throw the whole res-
of the entertainments given at the ponsibility on his 'horse, does the
residents' houses, partake, S0111e- rider feel an}T special anxiety about
what, of the nature of an agreeable the journey. That principle is,
surprise. no doubt, the real secret of all
Riding parties are one of the mountain eqnitation; and even
chief amusements of the place; ladies, in the Hawaiian islands, seem
and. riding in the Hawaiian to recognize it fnIly; for . these
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mountain excursions form one of is, though awkward, quite possible.
their principal amusements, and Following it you soon find yourself
t.hey .even enjoy making them by at the base of the mountains, and
moonlight ; .though scarcely, per- the claimant, all at once, of a to'
haps, to quite so precipitous a tally different kind of hospitality
mountain HS that of which we have from that which you have been en-
spoken. With such ' rides, too, are joying in the capital. There is no
frequently combined pic-nics; and sociality here, in the ordinary sense
the two harmonize very well ; the of the word; because the white
" rind-up of the evening being fre- men's houses are few and far be..
quently a ball, or what they call a tween, and "entertainments" are out
"verandah party," of the question. But you do find,
Some of the island. scenerv of wherever you go, a friendly wel-
Oahu is very fine; and parties come ; and even though you luay
are often made np to ride round not be invited by or known to your
or across the island, to explore host, he expects you to remain for
it; in w hich latter ease, the first the night. So you work on (if you
thiug 1.0 which a stranger's are riding round the island) from
attention is called is the "Pali" or house to house, carrying your ne-
precipice, a sheer perpendicular cessaries in your saddle-bags, and
descent of about five hundred feet, finding neither hotels nor hotel
down whioh the first Kamchauioha charges anywhere. Occasionally
drove an army of his enemies head- an excursion is organized in force
long. Dark mountains tower up . from Honolulu to .sorne house be ..
beside you; right and left; and just yond the Pali; and then there is
in front is the n:'UTO\V gorge which actually SOHle approach to a parts),
leads to the descent we have men- on what is called the "other side."
tioned. From the edge of the pre- The "other side," however, has
cipice yon can see the further half ,vays and CUStOU1S of its own, and
of the island mapped ont before its parties bear no resemblance
yon, with hill and valley, and pro- whatever to those of the capital.
moutory and bay, and stream, all 'I'he main point which impresses it..
clear and conspicuous for miles self upon a visitor. : to either side,
round, and bounded in the distance is the friendliness which he meets
hy the sea; while, if you look buck with evervwhero ; and next to
f"OITI yonI' elevated position towards that he is struck, as we have
the road by which Y(ll1 came, the said, with the polish and refine-
sheen of the ocean is again visible meut of the society of Honoluln ,
on the side of Honolulu-the I and the excellent style of the
sonthern-so that you realize very evening parties to ,,~hich he is '
completely that yon are living on invited, which " rill often bear
an undoubted island, ' and begin to favorable comparison with similar
experience somethinsr like the ap- entertainments in countries of older
prehension of the. Y aukee who felt civilization.
timid about g()ing out at night on 'I'he arrival of meu-of-war, of
another little island S0111e distance various nationalities, is a grrat
off called Great Britain, lest he open to party-giv ng ; and the
should "fall off'" in the dark. officers of such ships generally
Presently, on Iookiug a little to leave with a favorable idea of the
your right, yon see a very steep belles, whether white, half-white,
zigzag path, cnt out from the cliff or pure native, of the balls of Hon-
which just avoids the precipice, olnlu. We could have much wished
and .to descend which 011 horseback .indeed, that the two last classes
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had -b een more numerous, A few I-JuxURy.-Of .all the evils en-
native ladies there are, indeed, tailed upon the human race by
who enter habitually into white '~ulan's first disobedience," there
society, and who are deservedly is no other l1101"e baneful in its ef-
held in very high estimatrou ; but fects than ' Luxury. .I t 'g ains npon
they are 'so few that they nlay be the soul an insatiable po,ver that
countec1by units, Queen E1111na drives the poor wretch who has.
heing No.1. Aud even of the yielded to its Siren smiles, .into
half-whites the number is srnall the abyss of ruin. Y et with such
compared with those of' pure a pleasing, intoxicating iuflueuce,
Caucasian blood. "Our" half. so gently and softly does it steal
whites, is the expression generally upon its victim, that, rejoicing in
used hy those who speak of them ; the bright flowers and , garlands <
and it is I uttered with an air of with which he is bedecked, and, i 11-
friendly appropriation and appre- toxicated with the fatal pleasures
ciation, which makes.the .possessive which surround bin), he feels not
pronoun a decided compliment to the icy. hand .of the stern priest
the young ladies referred to. upon h-m, until, too late, the glitter
The best chance, so far as we of the sacrificial knife tells the
can see, for the perpetuation of the doomed, deluded wretch that he
Hawaiian blood lies ill this mixture has heen betraved to ruin and eter-
of it with the blood of foreigners. nal shame, "lIe fa118--bnt men
Sad, indeed, is it to think that so profit not by his exam ple ; others
fine a race of IHeIl as those who went the same way before him and
people the Hawaiian Islands, should thousands will follow in his track.
be yearly dwindling a\vay so rapid- Like a broad stream, pouring its
Iy, 'Ve know not-fen' the mantle waters into the ocean, the tide of
of DI·. Cumming is not npon us- humanity flows on forever in the
what prophecies to make as to the S::11ne course, to the fathomless ~ea.
future of these Islands. 'I'hev 111ay of :F~ternlty.
not improbably rise in commercial With nations too, as wi th indi-
importance in the future, especially viduals, mark the same results: As
1l0\V that they have become the man, before he has come into con-
high\vay of intercourse between tact with the world, OJ' reached the
San Francisco and Sydney; though influence of its vanities and follies,
we cannot say that we saw, 'during is far purer-hearted and 1110re free
our visit to thorn much opening for from sinful taint than when, in-
anybody t~ do' anything. r'rhey ?reasi.ng in years he bec;)Jnes f~~nli.l­
had rather, Indeed, been retrograd- iar with the aspect of VIce, so IS It
ing, than otherwise, regarded from 1 with nations. When t~1ey a.re
a .b usiness point of view ; the labor young, they are happy III a VIl"-
di~culty ' being ,the great hitch in ~UOU8 people ,vho~e hea~ts are free
I then' progress. But, whatever Illay from the corruption 'v Inch fo110,v8
he their fate-agriculturally, corn- in the train of wealth and po\ver.
rnerciallv, or ecclesiastically-e-we 1311t when a state does obtain wealth
fear that the whito man's presence Iand pow'e)· Luxury soon follows
will eventually, .hcre as here, prove and with it-rain . inevitable.
fatal to his dark skinned brother, 'I'hat this is true the mouldering
and that yet another noble race of ruins that mark where once stood
111eB will, ere long, so .utterly dis- the, proudest 111onuments of the
appear from the face of the earth, po\ver of Babylon, 'Ninevah, Rome
that" its place shall know it, no OJ' Carthage are the melancholy
more ". Absit omen .' \ witnesses,
rrlIE AINSIJES.
~rI-IE AINSI-AIES.
.fOHN T. l\IAIJOKE.
CHAPTER V.
Here for a while we will leave
our friend Harry in the discharge
of his accustomed duties, whilst
we hurry on to overtake our
other friends, Tom vVilkes and
George Ainslie, on their journey
to the homo of the latter. As
1110S1j .of our readers. vwc presurne,
.h nve the inestimable felicity of
Eying in this glorious 19th century
of progress and refinement, and
enjoying; its manifold blessings,
among which is the pleasure of be-
holding' whole continents covered
with those gigantic cob-webs de-
nominated railroads it is not neces-
sary 1o iwas t e their precious time,
(~ O say nothing of the pions
.blessings (P) of the printer, in the
incidents which occurred during
the journey of the two abov~­
mentioned yonng gent1enlen from
New' 1~ork to }{jclllllond. But in
the fear that some one Ina y inlagine
(from our manner in that last sen-
tance) that a smash-up 01' collision
would be considered bv us as a
natural consequence onl)~, or pleas-
ant variety incident to rail-road
travel, we will here distinctly state
that we hold no such opinion; and
furthermore, "TO " Till add that no
such incidents, or acciden ts befell
our friends 1'0111 and George. N·oI'
will 'VB venture to assert that, hac1
there been such a break in the rat-
tling monotony of their long ride,
the young ge,ntlelnen would have
looked upon it as at all agreeable
01' interesting. For, in our Q'VTl
]1111nb1e opinion-and we have g'ooc1
reason to believe that our '-'two
friends above mentioned, held ex-
actly the same doctrine in this re-
o·arC!. as we ourselves-thdv are
,--" . ' ., ,
like .the mountain grizzleys in Cali-
fornia, not at all pleasant to meet.
This opinionwe venture to publish,
in spite of the declarations of some
people who are almost invariably
present at every railroad "disaster"
that OCellI'S within a circuit of a
hundred miles about. them, and
"never received the slightest scratch
because, you see, they knew what
to do in such emergeneies.l'-c-so
cool and collected are they; an d
who seem to .regard railroads in
general, and railroad accidents in
particular, with somewhat the
same species of affection with which
one looks upon a dangerous ac-
quaintance, in whose friendship he
has continued for some time with-
out a quarrel.
But this is not to the purpose of
our story. So Jet it pass. Suffice
it to say, that nothing ont of the
ordinary happened during the jour-
Hey Sonth. Ainslie, however was
so far improved in strength by the
time that they had reached Wash-
ington, that he proposed to remain
in that city for a day or two,
to pay S0111e visits to his friends ill
that city, asking r-r0111 to acconlpa~
ny him. 'I'o this, 'I'om acceeded,
,villingly. So it was that three
days passed before their arrival ill
the capital of the old Dorninion ;
and nine o'clock upon the rnorninsr
of the fourth, found them stepping
off the train of the train at the de-
pot of the Hicbmond and "Tashing..
ton I{a:ilroad, at the end of their
journey.
Ainslie had, of course, notified
his grand-father of his coming. He
had also so described to 'I'om the
munuers of this relative that, com-
paring the portrait which George
had also shown his friend, young
Wilkes had no difficultv in recotrniz-
ing the tall, stern-looking 111an who,
with scarce a smile carne forth from
the crowd at the I{ichlllonc1 depot
and welcomed George with but a
few formal words and a yery un-pa-
ternal shake of the hand, .
. "Mr. Ainslie," said George, "let 111e
introduce Iny friend nIl'. "Tilkes."
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,Aild~''" ,vit'h<''mei:eI);- a'~s'ti~bow -and the carriage and ' 011 their 1vay to
shake of the hand, T,oJ;l1 formed the the hotel, the . latter was 1110re
acquaintance of ~fr. Wilham ..Ains- favorably disposed towards the
lie. ,Scarcely a .dozen of words elder Ainslie. 'B ut whether be-
were exchanged among the trio in ' cause he' was then out of the bane-
, their passage through the crowd of ful influence of the .loquacious hack-
human beings, horses and vehicles, driver, the tall Vermonter, the
't o where the Ainslie carriage stood, trunks, valises, etc.; 01", whether,
and these were chiefly enquiries when comfortably seated in the
and answers between the elder and carriag«, he was disposed to .vicw
younger Ainslies, in regard to the things Jn01'e charitably, it 'cert ainly
health of the latter. A very fi-i.t~;id seemed to him that the .manner of
meeting, surely, between such near thegrand-fhther towards George
.rclat ivcs, thought Tom, as he e1- was really, in spite of the frigidity
bowed in between an irnportunate of his actions, affectionate and kind,
hack-man and a ,tall gaunt 'Ve1'- and that he was 11101'e concerned
monter with a little battered valise for the latter's . condition than our
who seemed determined to 'separat e yonng friend had at first jnc1ge~l,
him from his friends. But poor And it certainly was true. ~[1·.
Torn was not used to such things. Ainslie, of course, entered into eOll-
Accustomed as he was, himself, to versation with Tom and George,
being nearly eaten alive on almost and from the manner in w hich,
every occasion of his own return from time to 1.,1n10, he regnrded the
horne from C.ollegf\ therefore, we latter's pale cheeks and sunken
1nay excl~se him for his indulgence eye~, from tile ill-conceded concern
in a. little bitter feeling against the which he strove in vain to hide, but
elder Ainslie, and, add to this, the which his eyes-those tell-tale mir-
formation of a rather strong pre- rors of the sonl-,vould display, in
judice against that undcmonstra- spite of him, Tom was able to
tive and, as it seemed to him, \111- judge that w hatcver lllight he his
natural individual. Y\Te will not- disposition, there \\Y:lS one thing
say that the bitterness of Toni's certain: his whole soul ,Y:lS centered
feelingg was augmented hy the upon his grandsoll. 1\) 1,115s con-
ruanner in which his fi·iends-the elusion he was hastened, when at
oTeell 111011ntain bov th e hack-dri- a moment while ~Ir. Ainslie was
t""':' .t' .. ..
vel', and all the other personal: of speaking to hun about their Journey,
the !Hlstli.ng, jos~ling,. pnshiI~g a.nd Ge~org~ was at.tackecl
r
~ndd~n.1Y with
pullIng crowd-s-interfered with the a fit of COUgl1111g. ] he quick and
equanimity of his 1111nd. It is true, suddenly mastered start of concern
a. persoll is somewhat le~s disposed with \yhich the old gelltlcl11an turn-
to form cor rect j ltd o>lll(~nts, and ed arouud towards George, left I}O
to express just op·ini~~}s npon sub- 1'00111 f(·~r. (lonht in th~ l~tin~l of
jects of general or particular pcrso- young ,"TIll\:~ls as to 111S feelu.lgs.
nal chnractervwheu he is endeavor- George, however, ceased eonglnng,
ing to ,elb(},v a passag(~ through a and .1.1is g~-a]}a-f:lther a!ler recoin-
crowd at a. rail 1'0(1.1 (lept\t, e\'e1'Y in- InCll(hng hun to wrap himself well
dividual of which seems to have the in his over-coat, reS1l11H.'d his con-
settled pnrpose of treadill,~' npon his vorsut.ion with T'OllL
best petted corns, or assailing with T.ll a short time, however, they.
trunks and valises, the most llnpl'O- arrived at the hotel, and were
teeted portions of his ' bodv. J3e shown to the ]"001118 which ::\J1".
t hat as it tnav, when 'I'om ; ,n<1 his Ainslie had.provided for theiu. The
friends found th(lJ.nselYe~ sentell iu ltrnnk~ of tlleyonng gf.lntlplncIl ha,'-
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j.ngb~~n brought up, 'a short time have touched upon ,the very sub..
was occupied in ordinary conversa- ject over which I have been brood..
tion, when Mr....Ainslie left in order ing for the. last hour; and from -all
to,attend' to some business engage- that I have noticed in his manner
mente in the city. towards 'me this morning, I cannot
After completing his toilet, Tom see what act of my grand-father's
S011ght George in his room, and could have induced any change in
found him sitting in an easy chair my impressions of his character."
reading a paper. ' 'Ainslie' spoke this with such a
',' Ali, Tom, COIne in. Take a sad expression upon his .face that
seat here andwe will have a little TOlTI had no difficulty in per-
talk before dinner, flow do you ceiving what had been the burden
feel .after your journey. And how of George's thoughts and ,the oc-
do you like Richmond, as much as casion of his melancholy during the
you have already seen ?" morning. " ~
"Well,George, you have ' no "But," continued George, "I
,need to ' ask me about Iny health fear you are deceiving yourself, for
which ' yon know is always good. you always rush impetuously to
.But you do not look as well as you a conclusion from the slightest
did this morning. I hope you are cause."
.not worse.?" " ,Corne, come, George, old boy;
','It is nothing;' I was a little im- brighten up," said Tom, knocking
prudent in leaving the cars without the-ashes vigorously from his cigar,
putting on my over-coat; that .is "Don't be in such low spirits. I
·.all. It has nearly passed oft: But tell you, your grand-father really
take a cigar and -make yourself at loves.....you in spite of his coldness.
ease." And" upon my word, I am really
TOll1, \V 110, as a Yale boy, did beginning to take a great liking to
not, of course, object to a goo¢! him, in spite of the prejudice I had
cigar at any time, helped himself at first entertained. But I havn't
to a Havannah and, taking a cha~r, ' told you yet how all this carne
indulged ina few long-drawn puffsj about. Sit down; it is a short
while George, 'who had thrown ' story and soon told."
aside his paper, lookedont at the , Tom then recited to George, (the
window, Both wished, apparently, ' reasons which we have already
to speak about something and yet; . hinted at for his change of senti-
neither appeared willing 'to begin. ' ment regarding the elder IVIr. Ains-
At last- , lie.
, "George," said Tom, "Do ,you "rrhus, yon see," he concluded,
remember' our conversation in .New "Whatever lnay be Mr. ..A-inslie's
York the other .day , in which YOU ' disposition· towards others, you
spoke of your grand-father's ,dispo- ' have no reason to fear for his at..
sit.ion towards yon? '" , tachment to you."
"Ye8, TOlU, I have no reason, I ,"Tom," said George, who had
assure you to forget it," said George, listened with a great deal of emo..
turning around with a relieved ex- tion, coming over and laying his
pression. The ice was broken. hand upon his friend's shoulder,
"I think, George, that the opinion "TOlTI, you have -raised a great load
which I was then inclined to form from my heart; and, indeed, I have
,of. Mr. Ainslie, has undergone a great reason to thank yon."
great change within the last hour." , ""VeIl, let it pass now, George,"
" Indeed," exclaimed George, interrupted 'I'om, "I~et us speak
"yoin' words surprise me, Yon 119 more about the snbjoct, at pre-
II
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sent, for I feel tooiglad at getting t.iorr with him, In' ,the ' course 'of
it off n).y mind, and restoring you Torn's "remarks, whilst speaking -of
to good humor, that laIn deter- his father, .he had occasion , to ~eIi:" "
mined not to allow a chalice of get- tion the name of our friend, Henry
ting in the blues again. What say Allen. Scarcely hadheut.terod -th«
you to a walk ?". name, ho\V'e\~el~w"hen he was - sur-
" " Very well," rejoined Georg-e" prised to see the ,expression "of l\rlr.
taking his hat, .andso without a~y Ainslie's coutnenance change 'i n all
more conversation upon the subject. . instant. George, as well as TC)}TI,
they set forth. ' had remarked the strange,and unac-
When they returnedtothe hotel countable effeet ', produced ; on .i.his
in about an half an hour, they found ' grandfather at the..mention of .t his
the elder Mr. Ainslie awaiting them name. .However, .Mr. .Ainslie's soon
in George's room, and as ,the two banished every .trace of confusion,
young gentlemen entered, he salut- and remarked ;
ed them politely, and addressing ' _ "I beg YOllr pardon, 'siri but the
George;' said:' -",' 1,' , name you have just mentioned. is
",I 'have taken the liberty of mak- familiar to me, But pray continue."
iug arrangements for going to the Tom became very, enthusiastic
'Glen, as I presumed that you would 'on the subject of Allen's integrity
not 'care to remam in Richmondin and industry-for he esteemed him
your present state of ' health. I as a marvel of talent-rather ' one-
have ordered the ,carriage, and we sided it is true, hut then 'Torn was
will 'go ' down on the steamer this ; impulsive in almost everything.
afternoon, rrhe' Glen,' IVlr. Wil- But l\It. Ainslie flicl' 'not appear to
kes, is my present country residence, take any interest in what he', .said,
situated about twentymiles ,c1o,vn he seemed to have becomewrapt
the river. You will like its situa- up in himself His brow. was
t.ion very much, I think." . gloon1Y,:'all.d' overcast, and he an-
" I am ,very glad, sir," said 'sw ered or spoke only in cold-mono-
George, "that you have doneso, syllables.
I was about to propose to you that I This sudden cha~nge ~was.. rmost
I should go down to the Glen; the unaccountable to l'oIT1" "and when,
, atmosphere of the' -cit y is too 010se, at last, dinner-wa s. over, -and 1\11'.
and I long for the pure air of the Ainslie had gone, Lto~ his room, tell-
gl~een hills." " .. ing the young gentlen1en that he
"Shall we proceed to dinner?" was ,obliged to write some letters,
said ]\iIr. Ainslie, looking at his Tom spoke to George about .his
watch, "the steamer will leave at grandfather's strange emotion. '
two o'clock, and it is now one." "It is, indeed, a most peculiar
, The young gentlelnen aSRente?, disposition," said George, "but
and they soon ,founel themselves In this is not the only time I have
the dining hall. witnessed it. V ei:y often •some
During the, meal, Tom and Mr. thought seems to como to him that
Ainslie entered into conversation " rill make him painfully morose."
upon general topics of N ew York But Tom could not explain to
trade and commercial interest, in himself why the mention of young
which George took very little part. Allen's name should plunge Mr.
IVIr. Ain-lie seemed to take a great Ainslie into so' strange a mood.
deal of interest in this subject; and And as they stealiled down the
Tom, who was beginning to like river, this tho'ught was uppermost.
him more and ·more; became engag- in his mind. .
ed in quite an animated con versa- To be contin ued.
-.....,1
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IN l\IE:NIOltI:~~I.,
,.DIED, June 20th, 1871, at his residen~e
on -the Alameda Road, Santa 'Clara, Cal.,
P,ATI-tICK ~1. O'BRIEN, M.D. Aged 56
~~~.r.s :a~d ,.3.months,
pnre .and learned conversation, and
charmed with the suavity .of his
saintly and gerrtlemanly manners,
so, we feel ,assured, ' that. the short
recital of a few facts in his pious
life, will not only recall him to the
minds of those " rho knew and es-
]JH., I>. ~I. O'B l~IEN was born, teemed him, but, also, make .hiIn
~larGh, '1815, at l~andon, County known to others, and inflame' the
Cork, Ireland. He .completed his hearts ofall with that charity which
.8 t:ri~ies in the Royal College . of burnt in his ' own, " Defunctus ad-
Mayuooth. . ' At the age of 24 years hue loquitur;" Though dead, 'he still
hecame to America and .set t led at exhorts us to genei'osity towards
I~hiladelph.i,~. Here he entered J ef- God, and love for . our neighbor.
ferson . ~[e(tical College, from which May we hear and obey his voice,
he W~lS graduated. with distinction After his . death, the St. Joseph
in "1842"taking his degree as'Doc- Benevolent Society of San Jose,
tor of Medicine, He left Philadel- of w hich he was a member and
phia for California, in 1850, and medical adviser, published in the.
practised his profession . in San lJIonito1', resolutions of respect 'and
Francisco, until 1858, wheu :the condolence. The first of which we
President of the United States, here produee ;
.James Buchanan, :lJ)pointec1 him to RESOIJVED-'l'hat in the late Dr. P~\..TRICK
take charge ,of the 1J. S. Marine M. O'BRIEN, we recognize the faithful
fIospital at Port Townsend, :VYash- husband, the kind father, the gene-
rous brother, the just neighbor, the
iugton Terrjtory. After the expi- . learned and conscientious physician,
ration of his term of 'office, he 0011- the noble-hearted citizen, the pure
Christian, 'whose holy and happy
tinued to practise medicine in .. the death, was a fitting completion of
'I'erritory, with much .sucoess. In ' his Christian character.
1869, he moved to Santa Clara, vVe wish to say . a few words
where, on the 20th of Jnne, last, about him in this last-named eha-
he died, lamented by ,:1 wide .circle .racter, viz: as a Christian, and es-
of loving and devoted friends. pecially as a Uhristiar: JJOCt01'.
We do not intend to .preseut a Hence, we pass over, in silence,
-panegyric, much less a biogr~phy, his superior ' talents and eminent
to the. readers of the .O \VL , hut only attainments, his -social qualities, his
a fe\vpassages from t.he life of. a integrity and manliness as a citizen,
lnan"vho, amidst .the laborious in.order to consider his fidelity .t o
cares of his profession, ·has. left U8 God and to t.he law of Qharity.
a remarkahle eX~llnpl.e of Christian St. .ranies says, "T'hat he who
virtue, violates one C0111111allc1111ent, e is g~lil-
J\ s no one could remain long in ty of all." But nlany Christians
the cOlllpallYof the late DT. O'Brien, of these busy times, seen) to think,
.\vlthout "heing. henefitec1hy .his that ,if .t hey fulfil one, they are
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. faithful toall, andthat God should 'abstract ion, nor merely a one-day
.. be-satisfied if they find"time to -re..' affairvwhose -dnties the sooner over
.member .Him one" day ·..out of the the more ' agreeable ,; but it was
,seven, and. permit them to ignore like a glorious;sun" whose genial
Him duringtheother six. These are rays 'fell, upon tti:e -entire 'pathway
,.weakiy Christians indeed, to whom of-his life, and showed l~hri God in
'.the''Good 'God is :an ' inconvenience ovorything ; :for 'his' Creator llad
in' his OW~ .beautiful world ; poor, thefirst .place in all ·his' plans, 'his
stingy 'souls who, when they repeat labors and aspirations, 'I'his was
: . t~e . L9~(l~S Prayer, should say, the fruit of tha~ lively -faith which
, "give us this day our weekly bread." directed every action of hi's 'Hte;'and
,_The~r minds are always on earth, caused himtoform a sublime con-
and 't heir : asp'ira~io~s are earthly. .ception of ·the ,€Iid' and ' dignity of
, Heaven " ' is.:':'~ · a. , strange and foreign his profession." yiewing ' it in -the
. ' 'land to them; ' ., pleasure and' gain light 'af 'J?itith,'" he said,' :that:'1he
....u~U~P ~lr ·,t~e~r .i)l~ee,~'ous "time; 'and 'Medical ,~profession' seemed to' him
:soQn they ,will stand' with empty to he ' akin ' to the Priesthood, ·~ fo r
, hands' at ·the portals of' eternity. the salvation of souls. He did
. t' But;' 'H oly ' Scl.'ipt ure' and 'Sacred 'not regard it merely as a means to
.Hist ory, 'tellus ,of another·class of make' money.mor embrace its labors
Christians, 'who assist, daily,at witb only a ~" n'atural ' professional
. the Divine 'Myst eries:; who pray 'enthusiasm ; its end was Divine-
witho~t , ceasing; 'and who walk the same, ,though attai~ed 'by 'dif-
with fidelity in the way of God's ferent means, as that -of the Clerical
law, , To this class, belonged .D r, profession-the glory ~ ·· of God "and
·O?BHen., :',. He "gave' 'his waking the salvation ' of 'souls, whi ch, ac-
'~hQught~"to God,~and 'always closed .cording toBt, Paul" .must -be the
the .day rwith pr~yer. When he end"of every state of life, : ay', of
Iived where there ' was ' a -Church, everythought 'word- and action of .
every morning found him (when it our lives. .
" was possible) a silent, humble, . Filled with this -thought- grand
prayerful .worshipper, within its as 'it is' true-he could not be heed-
sacred walls; and frequently ' he less of the immortal souls dwelling
approached the holy sacraments of in 'the poor suffering' bodies which
Penance and .Eucharist. It often ' he was called upon to free from
.happened that, owing to the want pain and disease. Their souls-were
ofa minister of God, there would often ina state more dreadful-than
be no Di~in~ 'Service in the Church the bodies themselves~ : Ifit 'were
on Sundays and Festival' Days; on a glorious deed to relieve thetrans-
such occasions, he would assemble itory pains of the 'body, and save
his household together around a it from a temporal death, he looked
little altar, and read aloud prayers upon it as more ' gloriou~, and even
appropriate for the day;-for his more necessary, to relieve the soul,
religion was 'not a fiction, nor an burdened and sick unto death "wit h
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the.foul .leprosy of sineand to res- We too often see men die, with-
-cue it.from everlasting ruin, ,. 'in the hearing of the church-bell,
, -. Hence he strove by gentle words and yet without a minister of God
. .by winning example, and by-his -to help them, without a' prayer on
.· o wn ·and others' prayers, to make theirlips, or the least sign ofrepent-
his patients better men and more ance. While, again, God's priest
worthy C~listians;yet this was done crosses the trackless ocean, and in
with a delicacy and a gentlemanly the depths of some primeval forest,
refinement .which. could offend no .far a,vay from the haunts of men,
one. If: h~ · saw ' that the awful hour finds a dying sinner waiting ' his
,of death was nigh" he failed not to saving ministry, who lives just long
warn .his patients of its certain and enough to be ' reconciled with God,
remorseless approach ; and endeav- and dies with joy' and in"peace, in
or~d to turn thei~ thoughts to that ' the .oertain hope ofhis salvation.
preparation which all, who ' -love ,.'The prayers of this "Christ ian
their immortal souls should make, doctor for his patients, w~re fervent .
before being summoned to render and frequent, and, we 'be1iev~," very
an ,account of their stewardship to efficacious. .For example r. he had
a just Judge. -lIe knew that it is a patient who suffered from a "~eJ!Y
an. awful thing to fall .into the dangerous tumor in the side; he
hands of the living God; and their did for it 'all that his skill suggest...·
danger excited all his .charity and ed, but relying more upon Godts
. solicitude for the salvation of their assistance. than his own' efforts; he
. souls, and he endeavored to procure prayed, and .made his . family pray,
for them, all the assistance, human for 'the .recovery of the sick man,
and Divine, which . it ,was in his It is superfluous to add that. the
power to obtain. He.often sent a.poor man .recovered, forhow could
long distance for the minister of it be otherwise. If his patients
God, and defrayedfhe expenses of died, his charity followed "them,
his journey with his own money. ,; even beyond the 'g rave, for' then he
. During,his residence in Washing- prayed for their souls, and besought
ton 'I'erritory, men often came to the prayers of others for the same
him in: the last ·stag.es .of disease. intention.
He' declared that he saw in this, What a refinement of charity
the merciful Providence of God,;~ was this ,! Even those who do not
for, as soon as he beheld them, he believe in the existence of a purga-
knew that he could not cure thorn, tory,andcondemnJudasl\'Iachabees
and,that,God had sent them to him and all the .Jewish people of old,
to find : the consolations of religion, for declaring that" It is a holy and
before death. He could not refrain wholesome thought to /pray for the
from ..admiring in this, the wonder- ' dead. ithat they may be loosed from
ful ways of God; ways so myste.. · their si~s,"-2 Mach.,.~ii, 46-even
rious, so full of love, and .still so these, we say, must admire the
.ft'lll of justice, > , 'charity of this good doctor;~'hich
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death itself ' c-ould not cool. . 0 ~ 0 that a few more' such 'eonsoien-
happy patient who fell into ~ the ~ tious doctors wel~e to be f~~i~l~l, "iIi
"hands ofsuch 'a'physician. Blessed: 0111" days, ,:6ut , ' alas! " ho'~ .: often
would that cduntj·y be that possess- ldoes the medical profession,destroy
eel'many such, " ' , : faith in 'the minds, anduproot p~iet'y
Ir'he:hacl a . sub lhn e conception from the hearts ' of its followers,
of the true ultimate end of, his 'pro- making 'niuny of them ' littl~, ,h,et- '
fession, he hibored 'nobly ' to attain ter th an Atheists or Materialists;
it, alid strove l)~,]·d to fit himself Men 'who st udy God's nol)lest"wQrlt
for it. .. of ' creation ~ who -aloe witnesses ':of
He found time for constant study. : the sad havoc sin 'ha.s 111a(}~' :in "it'; I
I-Ie Teitel lunch, ' that "he might b~ should be the last to' deny or l)l.as-
-compet cntrto discharge his duties pheme its Creator: 1311t th e' faltl;t
faithfully. 'lies not in the professionwhose db~
" 'To' the -'p oor, he gave hi s -services ject is so - su blirne, l\.n'''cl so D~·:
cheerfully, and -w ithout remunera- 0''131"le11 rightly thou:gJit. ~rJle 'phy'~
t ion ; -f01', "in' them.ihe beheld toe sieians or ll1e'dical at ud ent.s then)":
,person-of' Jesus Christ .H imsolf who selves are t.oblame. 'I'Iie motives
declaresthat wh atever is done unto whiohtprompt them to undertake
these, His little ones, He :will C011- this profession) are' not always p ll;e
sider as:done 'untoHimself If they and noble ; theylose sight of "G od";
Ben t for Iiim "in ,t he dead vast and and bid' farewell to f;iith. It'is not
middle of 'the ' night," ' he would thus with great soulswhasp minds
speedaway t? thehovel ofmisery, rise spontaneously 'from GO(l's
through mud and rain, wit.h as much works, up to 'God Himself ,
, alacrity as"if-he had been ~unlnlon- Dr, O'Brien was one of this noble
e'c1 to a 'palace, for he felt bound class, 'as the following instance .Will
in conscience, to answer such calls -prove-s-for stra \VS show w hich 'way~
' ~an c1 His' tender heart woulel nevel~ the wind blows ' " ' , ,
allow hini toirefuse them his aid. One clay he wa s examining sonl~
" V hen one "of them, ! who was con- silk-worms, and, after contemplat-
'filled to his bed, missed the' 'happ y ing the various changes, fl'onl th~
face of Dr. O'Brien, he asked for eggs to the larva, the formation ,,'of
him, and hearing 't hat he was dead; its silken palace, etc., he turned to
he- said, ,-,,, the poor of his parish a friend, and, ' as his face was all
have lost, in ])r,."O'Bri en, their hest aglo\v '\vith emotion, 'he exclaimed:
friend." "]"o~ls, w ho deny ·there is aGod."
'II is conscience wa s so delicate Among the resol utions of condo-
't hat he would never J n ~lke useless len ce, sp oken of before, we fillCl the
;' visits to his putionts, ',',I t seems following, which bears ' testimony ,
't o me," said hc. . "'that ' Godwill to his conduct as a Christian phy .;.
(" ~Jl me 'to ' g iv e an acconnt of all sician : " ,
presc rip t ions I make, and of all the ~R I£SOTJvED-That St. Jo seph's Benevolent
'expen se to which Lput ll1y patients." Society, has met with an irreparable
loss in the death of its 'ph ysician , for in this." " I hope it is, His holy
in him we found, not only the con-
will," .etc. :,scientious medical adviser, but one ~
:w h o, by his thoroughness of educa- :-. We have ,already alluded to his
, cation, by his brightness of intellect, wonderful attachment to p" rayer-:-~;
",and by his purity of character, exalt-
" ed and ennobled us by his intercourse duty very much neglected in our
and conversation. As a medical times, though without it, .salvation
, guide, lie was a faithful coadj utor of
our spiritual director; and while it is impossible. 'W e shall content
.was often his duty to wound and givo ourselveswith noticing only one of
.pain to the body, he never sullied the '
, , , soul. his. devotions: his' daily recitation
,< ' ~is piety was deep, sincere, of that simple and sublimeprayer,
Y , t l'anqnil and unostentatious. \ It the Rosary of the .Blessed Virgin
never made ,.him spur or disagree- Mary-. ' The love of Dr. -O'B rien for
able to others, nor had it any re- this prayer was very great, and he
semblance to that vinegar-visaged recited a third of the entire Rosary
piety (or rather. impiety) which every day. When, at home; he
,chills the heart, and 'puts a boy on said it in common with his family,
bread and water, for whistling on and,if he foresaw that a sick call
Sunday. No! His religion was would necessitate his absence from
the sunshine, not only of his own home, at the accustomed hour, he
life, but of others also. It was : would anticipate this difficulty, and
stamped by his noble independence : recite it before leaving. If travel-
I 'of soul, ' and contempt for that, ing, he would always be faithful
. miserable phantom of human res- : to 't his sweet devotion, and he has
pect, ,vhich terrifies so nlany spirits, been known to leave the merry
.otherwise good and brave. Hence, circle of a drawing room, and retire
he .pract ised his religion before the, to the garden walks" and there, in
whole world, when its voice requi!'- ' silence, accomplish his duty. The
, - ed him' to do so; and the last pub- writer of this, has heard it stated,
' lie act of his life was, to kneel be- that he has ,fulfilled this 'dut y (pri..
fore the Mission Cross, in ' front of vately and unobserved) even in a
his Parish Church, and, before that place of public amusement, FIe
symbol of our Redernption and took these 'precautions lest sleep
faith, to thank God for his bless- might prevent him from saying
\ ings, and there, two days before his these pr;tyers with becoming devo-
. death, to surrender his soul into tion.
the hands ofits Creator. Thus, he taught all by example,
His resignation to the will of as well as precept-na.y, far more
God was very remarkable. He by' the former. He could always
wished to fulfil that Divine "rill say, come and do this, come to
alone; hence, he never undertook church, etc., which is a more effi-
anything of importance, nor made cacions way of exhorting, than that
any change, without consulting the of those "rho are always advising
good pleasure of God. He would others to go, whilst they themselves
say: "I hope God will direct file remain stationary.
IDLE NOTES.
J
IDLE NOT~.
CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL :S6Clj{~TY. ,
-A meeting of gentlemen interest-
ed in promoting the study of early
colonial history, was held at Santa
Clara College, on Tuesday, June 6,
1871. The oldest pioneer present,
the Rev. Michael Accolti, was call-
ed to preside, and Henry C. Hyde
was chosen Secretary. The object
of the meeting having been explain-
ed, and the best DIode of proceed-
ing discussed, the result of the
deliberations was expressed in the
following resolutions:
RESOJ~vED-Tl)atwe now unite ourselves
as the California Historical Society:
for the purpose of collecting and
bringing to light and publishing.
from time to time, all information
not generally accessable on the sub-
ject of the early colonization and
settlement of the west coast of Arne-
rica, and especially North-western '
Mexico, California and Oregon.
RES()J.JVED-TIlat the outline plan pre-
sented by Mf. Doyle be referred to a
committee of three, with directions to
consider the same, and any mo ifi-
cations thereof which may be sug-
gested by any gentleman interested
in the subject, and to adopt a form
of organization to be in force until
changed or abrogated by the society;
and to enroll as members, gentlemen
desirous to unite with us in the gen-
eral purpose in view.
Messrs .•J01111 T. DoyIe, John vV.
Dwinelle and Tiburcio Parrott, were
appointed such Committee. :
Messrs, }VI. J. O'Connor, It C.
Hopkins, Judge S. H. D,vineIle, I-I.
II. Bancroft, H. J.J. Oaks, }1'. fl.
Hall, C..,- T. Ryland, Rev. '1'. l\Ten-
At the annual meeting of the Philale- garini, "V. W. Palmer and Horace
thic Society, held at 6 P. M., on Monday, Davis, who were unable to be pre-
June 5th, it was resolved that, hence-
forth , the Grand Annual Celebration of sent at the meeting, communica ed
the Society sl~'ould b~ held on. ~he first I their adhesion to the Society.
Wednesday of May , Instead of In June ',' ..
as heretofore. . ·T he ]~ev. , A. Varsi , Rector of the
As a friend, he 'Yas faithful, self..
sacrificing and generous, to a fault;
ill-will or revenge .never could hold
possession of one fibre of his noble
heart. Once he was struck by a
.friend, but, instead of returning it,
he embraced him on the spot, and
this heroic conduct so calmed the
angry friend that 'he was "heartily
80rry for the rash act.
Delicacy and respect for the sad
hearts of the living, forbid us to
speak"of him as a son, brother, hus ..
band and father; though in' these
relations shone most brightly his
Christian virtues, and from the few
things "gathered from menlory and
at random, which we have 'offered
above, we leave our readers to
imagine how he fulfilled them,
Death came at last; 'but it found
this true'Christian prepared and re-
signed. As he had obtained the
consolations ofreligion for so many
in their last terrible passage from
time to eternity, a faithful God
'granted 'him the same blessing. He
died as he had lived. Clasping his
crucifix-the sign of his salvation
----and his rosary-beads, he yielded
np his pure soul in prayer.
May we die like this good Chris-
, t ian. But to do"so, we must irni-
tate his virtues, and· labor more for
et ernity-e-w hich .is almost upon us
-than for time, which is departing
never to return. Defunctus adliuc
loquitur. > AMICUS.
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College placed. at .t he disposal ·df .an, oration 'o'n' " Democracy." "It' was, a
the Society the IargePhilalethie d~-' we~l-cons~dered,Inasterly. 'e~ort ~and:, ,~as
1, · h 11 f tl C II ' . I tl well received. The Orator of the ev, enIng,iatmz a 0 ie ,0 eO'e 1']0' 1 Y " .~ . ' , ~ : ~ . . . Hon. Thos. P. Ryan'of San Francisoo, was
~llppos~ng that the Philalethics .next presented and addressedthe Society.
would have no objection, . on "The Duties 6fEducaied 'Men in a .Re-
lI. II. Bancrofuof San Francisco, public." .Although Mr. Ryan,gave abun- '
placed at the disposal of the So- dant evidence of h~spower as an extempo
. 1. . '. ]'1 raneous speaker ' he labored under manyciety ]IS extensive prrvate 1 Jrary " '
, .' ' . ' , .. embarrassments and clearly did not do
of works on America, and invited }'. ' If' ;' t' TI di t ll t
. " , . . ' , . I1111se Jus Ice. ie au renee nex 18 en,
It , t (~ Blake Ius library r~)Olll Its edto an eloquent panegyric on Gen. Robert
head-quarters, in the ' city of San E. Lee' by Mr. Peter Byrne, after which
Francisco, ' Prof~ Dalice of Queen's College,Oxf'ord,as
The thanks of the tnectinsr were Poet ot the occasion, was introduced. The
. 't ::) t t] F-;' 'It ' .f tl~ C 'I, . .z ifted Professor read a beautifulpoem, en,tcnr eren 0 .ne i acn y 0 ie 0 - , <...7. ' " ' .
' " tItled, '" The Planet-born." The .exercises
lege and to ~fr. Baneroft. . , ot' the evening closed with an Oration on
Communications from Jtev. J\tI- 4'Political, Public I~ife','" by 1\11.. Johllrr.
Finotti, of Boston, and ~John E., Malone, which was; perhaps" the best
Shea, of N ew "'{ork, were read, de- liked of those given hy the active mem-
si rill O' to he en rolled as members bel'S of: the Society.
. v ,. ,
of the Society, and otTering to ren~
'I'he College Lxhihitiou. proper, begander their services to its ,objects.
.on the afternoon of' the following ,day .
t'he meeting ,adJ·6n~'ned subiect n
u .1 ' n~e find the following account of the ex '
to the call ot the Committee on 01'- 'ercises, in the S~Ul Francisco' j}ulletin ,
,o'anizat loll. ot June Sth.
:-:"'l (}c'ntlenlCll t.hrouvhuut the State .. The orations in the afternoon were
.. , ,. ~, . . ' , - , I seven in uumber-s-all in Ellg,lish-"-inter:.
".,v,.ho favor , t"he,) ,.Oh.J€,..\.et,',S ,.t,),! the so- ~p(:.rsed w}~h n~l~.si, .~~".apd,t,;vO p(~e~11s , ,v.,e, '~l':, ',
ciety, are requested ' t o 'ad d ress by I~e~t~d. 1he sClel.ltlfic fea~ule of the Ex -
.OJ , ' ' . • i hibition was omitted this year. 'rho
iuail, the above Committee on Or- introductory address was deli\~ered, by A.
o'anization, and couuuunicate allY Kelly, who thanked the audience fin' turn-
? '. . . . . ing aside from the hard pursuits of monev-
information OJ' ~uggestl0Jl~ t hey getting, to encourage youthful science al1d
111ay deem proper. literary effort. He reviewed the events of
. the, year past, incidentally rebuking the
restrictions on the power of' the POIJe, and.
rrHB Fourth Grand .A..nnuul of' the PUIL- the raging spirit of revolution. He next:
,ALE'rUle LrrERAHY SOCIETY was held on dwelt upon college relations; alluded to"
'Monday, Jnne the 5th, before a very large the creditable conduct of the College ~Iag-
, azine. and paid a tribute to the Faculty.
audience. Every seat in the spacious hall, Edward White delivered an oration on ,
seemed full. 'I'he members of the Society, ., Communism." He saw with sorrow and'
both active and honorary to the number of foreboding the tendencies of the times
fifty 'were seated upon the stag-e and pre-' and the spread, of .rcvolntion ;' deliounced
the Paris Beds ,vith vigorous rhetorie, as
scnte,d a fine appear~ulce. In the centre~ ,vicked Socialists, using- the nalue of lilJ-
,vas'the chair of the presiding officer, .Jas.. erty, to screen bad desIgns; and referred
l-I. Canlpbell, ,vhile on his rig;1it \yas seated to Italy, .• Garihaldj and :Nlazzini, and
the Orator an~l !)ll the left the Poet of the their 'associate cut-throafs/' in illustration
of the efl(~ct8 of s(jc.ialistic teaehiIigs, de:.
evcl)ing. After 801ne fine,nrusic by the llouIH.dng the cOllrEJe.:pursued by." these
College· Band, Mr. Chas. F. \Vilcox 'was' scoul).drels" t()\vard the "Father of Chri~t­
introrhlC·P.oc] to the a~8e.'n:lhly'and 'dc~1iy'ered: endc}],il."· }ft~ ' citf,~d 'Frri.nee Ufo': a ii6i'-her ~,x-
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ample of the effects of socialism, "which
is the fruit of infidelity, as Infidelity is the
fruit . of immorality." The press he criti-
cised as the greatest promoter of social-
< ism, and characterized the American
Trades-unions as being ' animated by the
same leveling spirit of license. He sketch-
ed the history of American social ex peri-
ments, and concluded with the declaration
':that the only true social system is that
founded on Christian Faith and teachinjzs.
•Joseph Pouj ade read a nervous, original
poem on "The Ninth Crusade't-s-n strong
denunciation of the seizure of Rome by
.the 1talian King. ~
.J. II. Campbell next answered the quos-
tion, "How Shall 'VVe Prosper?" His
:speech was a plea for something higher
than material gain and social luxury, and
for religious culture as the base of genu-
ine prosperity and permanent happiness.
A poem on " Paris" by J. Raleigh, was .
strongly sympathetic with the city, end-
ing with,anathemas on the mob and the
prediction that France will yet "sltO\V
the world a second Austerlitz."
. L-\n essay on "Transmitting intelligence
in thne of war,". by H. Harrison, gave a
clever grouping of the salient facts of the
subject.
" Divine Providence" was the subject of
an address bv Samuel Rhodes-a finely
expressed argument~ founded on natural
proofs of Deity.
An oration on "A.nctent and Modern
Patriotism," by J. 1\1. Byrne, showed that
he discards the idea that all virtue and
patriotism are modern perquisites.' He
believed that there was more public vir-
tue of old than at this day. He ' was se-:
vere on demagogues and selfish parti-
sans; extolled the Greeks and traced the
principle of our Constitution to Roman
law. Contended that high character in
public service is rare. . Denouced "(lari-
baldi and his cutthroat associates" as "the
very dregs and outcasts .of society," inca-
pable of true patriotism. . Drew a lesson
from the misfortunes of France, which
fell for lack of this cardinal virtue in her
leaders.
S. ~J. White gave an oration on Poland,
pointing to that country as an example
of a gallant struggle for freedom,
It will he seen -th at aLI. the young gen-
tlemen had positive ideas, and drew their
themes from current events. Their ad-
dresses were all 'well written, and SOIne
of them unusually so.
The principal features of the closing ex- '
ercises of the Commencement, in the eve-
ning, were the representation of Pizarro,
the Conferring of Degrees Hnd the Distri-
bution ofPrenliulllS. Before the play, Mr.
Henry Bowles recited an original poem,
entitled "'Yestward, Ho l " an exceed-
.ingly creditable production, and finelv de-
livered. . 'I'he loudplaudits and the SilOW-
er of boquets that fell around the young
gentleman at the close of the poem gave
evidence of the appreciation of his hear-
ers.
In " Pizzaro," Mr. R. Cochrane as Piz~a-'
1'0 and J. 'f. Malone, as Rolla, did remark-
ably well : Alonzo; J. Waddell, Ataliba,
A. "V. Kel ly, Valverde. jl, C Johnson and
SOUle other characters were very fairly
rendered. Speaking generally, the per.
formance was satisfactory j it must be
said, however, that the broadsword com-
bat in the last scene was not a success.
When the curtain arose after the con-
clusion of the drama, it revealed the Fac-
ulty seated in imposing array upon the
stage, while on their left was displayed a
large case filled with glittering gold and
silver medals and handsomely bound vol -
umes, on which all the students who had
reason to hope for college honors looked
with anxiously eager eyes. The degree
of A. M. was conferred on Charles Francis
Wilcox, and that of S. B. on James Hen-
ry Campbell and Stephen Mallory White.
Mr. Wilcox then delivered the follow-
ing well conceived, appropriate and feel-
ing V alcdictory.
.lIonoralJle. Fhculty of the Oollege, F'ello'u'
8t'lJ.deri ts, Ladies and Gentlemen:
To bid a hurried farewell to the moth-
er who has reared Hie, requires no parade
of oratoy. Forgive the language, which,
.addressed to her alone. and turned to
none of the courtly civility we have been
receiving this afternoon and evening, may
sound too familiar for public ears. We
are about to cross an.ocean wider than
the Atlantie or the Pacific; the land where
we shall enjoy rest from our voyage will
come when we have only a few years-left,
and may be a happy one to our age or
not. How do we need this mother's bless-
ing now, as her 'hand rests upon our ling-
ering shoulder, her prayers for our safe
passage ! With what a debt of gratitude ~
do we recollect her kind training which is
to guide' us. Alm.a Matett' ! cherishing
mothers iff .the deareat word .which .we
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r ' can utter, the last t.hat 'we would speak in may not. ' Will you then accept this tes-
parting. " , " thn ony of our real affection, which in the
To me, \,,110 have made a horne in the name ~of us three, I here publicly make ?
College for /six years; every portion .of it We ask from you only a remembrance,
has .becom e endeared. But when we under whatever skies YOU mav Jive, and
take our departure from these seats 'of in- the loan of that most p(nverft{l source of
struction and enjoyment, when we bid aid which you possess. ,
adieu to the discipline 'of the various , 'I'oward the President of the College
q uarters, would it become 1.110 ' men we we wish to evince, on this last occasion,
hope to be, to .do .130 in a spirit of vain our admiration of his skill in harmoniz-
misgiving and unworthy reluctance? Are ing the whole institution; our sincere up-
we true sons of the bravo old College, if preciation of the }>cHverand beneficence
we shrink ii.'OIH the task which she now he has shown to the many societies, lit-
sets before us "C Day by day she has toil- erary and others, and of the active inter-
ed unsparingly in our behalf; woven a gur- est he mnuifests in the amusements and
ment for OUI' service ; endeavored to cur- sports of the holiday; and our warm
rect error and foster right inclinations; praise of' his bearing toward us as a gen-
and now, when the time approaches to tlemn.n, and deep feoling of respect and
send offspri ng forth, .sh e bestows her hen- gratitude for the personal friendship he
edietlon, trusting . that however ,l)oorly has held with us. 'I'hatthe College may
\ her.efforts have been rewarded. her max- long continue under the same excellent
unwill not; be forgotten: ... Do-strong bat- administration, is my best desire, and that.
t le for truth." In all times and cases let space of country may not separate me
us be .m indfu l of Demosthenes' words : from him whom 1 have found 'nIY truest
"It becomes goocllnoll to strive always friend, the hope that proceeds directly
for honor with good 'h ope before them, from Iny heart.
and to endure coumgcously whatever the 'I'o ):·ou again, . gentlemen 1'1'01e8801's,
Deity ordains.," - who. from the arduous ' ways of English
\Ve have before us the 'York of men to pursing and Greek and .Latindeclenslons,
do, and may the Ahnighty God, for whose have been ever willing instructors and
honor we ' labo!', assist us ,in its perform- counselors, what desire can we express
ancc: the College will gU7.0 on us, be 11101'0 in consonance 'with your own, than
the first to applaud, and as she ]O,TCS us, that von mnv be able to assist manv to
rhe sincerest to reprehend. Therefore the i~ossessi;m of a Christian education,
will we lI ~jt l'a~~ out frou: Lhese walls which wil l rcudor them in society the ill-
'wit.h \11lIlUU1!y n~pilljng-, . 3ur we slui.l l g'o strumcuts of cxteuded usefulness'? The
wi t.h sorrow, rhu t OJl tlw C"Jl't.h there I life (If a rcaclu-r is at. best ahurd one. and
must ahv~lY~ he a · t.ime of part iug, and he who renders jr. ' thankless is thought-
that it arrlvcs so quickly , \Ve three rc- Jess ill the extreme of his action. It we
meru bel' '.t.hu.t on t.hc day of gl'H~dnation, shal I he of allY good to ourselves 'an d 'in
1I0 chasm is , l}pn ll (,~d or ridge reared he- the world " '0 shall owe it all to ·you .
t W UP LI the Collt>.ge . and ourselves. -.3Itnll- Wi]! you Lear us, then, in kind recollec-
Ol'y OlltHtl'iP.s. time ,all~l :'l'tlv(~l., and .dis-l tion, for.~·iv(> our f~l~11.t.8. and welcome n~
-ta .nce IH~ longeJ' lnr.imidu.tos renUIOll. here agaul. , .
.\f ay. 'YO ,not .h e pe. oft(~n. to l'( ~\-isit these Felhnv stn(lent,s-Yon are nIl j nstly j~l
('.la8,~!(~ shades; to h~lk atrn~h our old eOll- }'t:ioieing no,v tha.t t.he plen$ures of va.(~a;­
lleeuons; t il) va~:" 1n J'(lnew OIH' own tion .lJ{'e abOtH to conlInence~ Those t:wb
~trnggJe:", 'HIl C.i witl1('~8 t lw Yletories of or three da~~s Inark a lasting separation
lW,\\' a8pll'allt~ ! for t,vo of llS froll1 llHtllY of vou. Therp
Tjnlike l:e~~o_U?'-~tioIlS a lld l h ings, llwn is -lio tin1e to speak the ~ ,haI{ of "vhat I
~1l'C~ ('hang- eel HI tnlle. would in this connection, We have been
.. )fen muy eonw~ and men may J.,!.'O. close friends fen' long; the systen1 of the
Rut I go on tbrcYcr, ~ ~ - College ,vhich retains us constantly to-
The forul of the College )'Clllains, hut its gethor has fostered a relationship, a n~u­
~pirit passes elsewhere and is l'cne,ved. tual inthnacy and good feeling, like tl~ose
TherefoH~, to yon who have been Ollr p1'o- which pass bet"veen brothers. . Wherev-
fessors and I)ref'uets-illstl'nctor:5" gnides er tye all are, ,ve shall look back on the
and ]nodels,\n~ al'e eOllstrcrined ' to say a tiIne spent here as ct happy one, and con- .
farewell, t,lle lllore earnest ~ind painful, sidei' the ties here contl~acted 3.S binding,
t.hat with Horne of you, "rl~onl ,vo respect Let ns heed the ,vords ,vhich the College
Bud sineerely love, it. . is eertaiuly final. has given us, cherish,hermemory always,
'Soldiers 1J.l the ealllpaign,dnty scatters advance her honor, and defenq. her canse.
yon wider than. it <loes us :. 'we 11lay re- From the Philal~f4icSociety we need
¥,Il1'n : but 'Y<HJ -:'- '~ '.J'lla'J)8~ . na~y c~rta,in.ly, 8CAl.l'eel~T,.ttil:kf': an a.dr~u, as we sever !l0
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connection: but to : its president and
present members our warmest friendship
shall always go forth; and as our labor in
its hall has been in common, so we trust
that our toil henceforth maynot be en-
tirely divided. I shall ' enjoy no better
opportunity than the present to evince
the perfect confidence which its presiden1.
has won from every individual of the 80-
eietv. If it has obtained an honorable
position, his interest and exert ion have
lifted it to the place. Skilful in the
chairman's seat, more interested in the
affairs of the Society and the debates
than the ordinary In~lnbers themselves,
an inspirant of kind conduct and gener-
ous feeling in every friend whomhe hon-
ors-long life and happiness, say we all,
to Rev. Edl11und J. Young. . 'fhe College
magazine, 111y connection with which I
have ever found as agreeable as profit-
able, I hope may be successful in its
struggles for a firm basis, 'and continue
to be the instrument of as much good in
the ' College . as I am. sure it has been.
The Parthenian Society and the Dramat-
' ic Association I Iikewise leav e 'with the'
happiest of recollections.
To my '.fellows, companions in books,
in amusement and ill journeys <?ver the
fair ..«OUJ1t:ty . surronnding ;' ,to t eachers
whohave made themselves , not .precep-
torsand superiors 'only, ,b ut .near friends;
to the President and officers of the Col-
lege, who present us with this mark of'
their favor, I must bid an 'affect iona te, a
grateful farewell.
The above Valedictory Address was fol-
lowed by the Distribution of prizes. We
saw six happy fellows, each with a hand-
some gold medal hanging from his breast.
They deserve mention; so we give their
. .
names :
'I'o Mathew Walsh for the best essay
on "The Circulation of the Organogens
in Nature," a gold medal, the gift A.
Waldteufel, Esq., of San Jose.
To S. M. White, for the best essay on
the historical question; "Willianl III. of
England, His Life and Times," a gold
medal, the gift of John T. Doyle, Esq., of
San Francisco.
To Alcide L. Veuve, for the best narra- '
tion .on the theme, ,. Glories and Rever-
ses of , Napoleon III.," a gold medal, the
gift of -Dr, J. F. Geary, of San Francisco.
To Charles F ·. Wilcox, for ·t h e best solu-
, tion b£c problems In , ' ~' ~alculus and Me-
chanics" a gold m edal, the gift of Joseph
Donohoe, Esq. , of San Francisco.
To Mason Wilson. for the best solution
of problems in "Trlgonometry," a gold
medal, the gift of T . .Gleason, Esq. , of
San Francisco. '
To Henry M, Bowles, the best debater of
the Philhistorian Debating Society, on -the
question, " Resolved that the civilization
of the Uuited States owes 11101'e to the
Latin than to the Anglo-Saxon race," a
gold medal , the gift of A W aldtenfel Esq .
of San Jose, and Stephen Smith Esq., of
San Francisco.
After the distribution of premiums,
the vast andience-nearly three thousand
persons-dispersed to their respective
homes.
,.i\ X OT H 11:1': College 'Year has com-
meueed, l\'Ian)~ new face s have
made their app()arance in onr midst;'
.l)l1t on the ocher hand. : nlany fami-
liar forms, endeared to us 'by Ioug' :
'__~and close companionship, are gO,He.
from among us, and " "C Iniss them
greatly. Some -of them are pnrsu-
ing their studies ' elsewhere ; others
ha'--\~e finished their education, and
have nothing to do but to arrange
themselves -very comfortably in
their casy chairs, and wonder how
they could have acconlpli~hedsuch
vast things in their college sojourn.
The "boys" are not yet well settled
to their work, "Te fancy that
111a11v of them are still dreaming of
~ . L
the joyous days spent during the
vacation and groaning in spirit
that they passed so swiftly. This
intensity of dissatisfaction, fortu..
nately, lasts but a short time, and
the daily labor of College life is
renewed with ardor and ,energ y.
~TAS. H. CA~rPBELL,
lVlanaging Editor. '
OLIO.
-·OLIO.
"T'm sitting on the style, ~Iar)',"
- as the fellow said when he coolly
sat down on his sweetheart/s new
bonnet.
j\. gentlelnan named Brown once
observedthat he had toasted a lady
for twelve months, and yet had lit-
tle hopes of making her Brown.
Sambo, giving an account of his -
sea toy-age, says: ." All de p~ssen­
gets was-now heaving, and as If dat
wasn't nuff, de captain gave orders
for de ship to heave too."
A Western man who was recently
invited to a seat on the floor ofthe
House at vVashington, indignant-
ly refused, saying that he was ac-
customed to sit 011 chairs at horne.
A correspondent writes to ask if
the brow of a hill ever -becomes
wrinkled ? The only information
we can give him ou ~the point is
that we have often seen it furrowed.
" I am glad to find yon better, "
said the famous surgeon" John Hun-
tel', to Foote, the actor. " You
followed my prescription of course."
"Indeed I did' not, doctor, for I
would have broken my neck." "Bro-
ken your neck," exclaimed the doc-
tor; "how is that ?" " Ye8," said
11'oote, "for I threw your prescrip-
tion out of a three-story window."
Mr. Curran was once engaged in
a legal argument; behind him
stood his colleague; a gentlelnan
whose person was remarkably tall
and slender, and "rho had originally
intended to take orders. The judge
observed, that the case under dis-
cussion involved a question of ec-
clesiastical law. "Then," said Cur-
ran, "I can refer your lordship to
a high authority behind me, who
was intended for the Church though
in my-opinion he was fitter for the
steeple.." .
'Vhat occupation does everybody
begin life -with. A minor's.· -. ..
The horse is a curious feeder; he
eats best when he hasn't a bit in his
mouth.
Mr. Wiggins being asked if he
liked codfish balls; hesitatingly re-
plied, " "Tell, really, I do. not recol-
lect having attended one."
-"I know every rock on the coast,"
said an Irish pilot. At that mo-
ment the vessel struck, when he
exclaimed, "And that's one of
them."
"Do yon think that ra w oysters
are healthy?" asked a lady of her'
ph ysician. " Ye~," he replied, -" I
never knew one to complain of
being out of health in my life."
-A Parisian philosopher propounds
a question, and gives the answer :
"vVhy has nature given us two
ears anel but one tO~lgi.le?" " In
order. that we should repeat but one
half of " That we hear." -
"I find, Dick, that you are in the
habit of taking Illy jokes and pass-
iug them off as yoqr O\\Tn. Do you
call that gentlemanly conduct ?"
""fo be su~e I do, 'Tom. A true
gentlelnan "rill .al \\Ta:rs take a joke
from a friend."
A western paper announces the
illness of its editor, piously adding" :
"All srood pavino" subscribers are
requested to niention him in their
pfayers. The others need not, as
the prayers of the wicked avail
nothing according to good author-
ity.
An Englishman was telling the
late Colonel Isaac O'Barnes, ofMas-
sachusetts, of the great rate the
cars run in England. "Why Colo-
nel, in nlY country they go seventy
five miles an hour." "They do?"
says the Colonel, "they couldn't
run long at that rate, for thev'd
run off the 'd--' d little island. ,,01
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-saryfor a complete r:r~ I ', ""
"outfit can be had ~ FELLn\VS' J - '.-
at the Dry~ood~ ~ B U I L DIN G , i . ' 'H~ I 'ft~I-DD::----Le-'~'~~:Store 01 0 . I ~~, r ,1t BJ liB . ) l/.~ ," ,' ,Frankhn, Stareet., - ' . " .:.. J , - Y l:~ _"::~ ' _ ' ;; " 1 "0-
:s, S .A.N T A C L A R A. (j-Yocery and (Jonjectionery Store"
~9~ I ' (N t door -;,
'f : , ' ----.. I. 1 ext 001' to the Express office.)
Consignments of Goods of '
the newest style and fashion are r' )S A JV 11 A ' () L ~.J II --o,J •
, received dailv. · I - - ---
· ',. ! J. DINIGAN & SON,
., A LA J1l.IP••Al~ 1.2,r E R CH A N TL1 TL'AILOR8.lVhole.~a.le (lJ Retail Gl'oCel'y St01'e. 1 Frankly Street, Santa Clara ,
c:'r. Main and Franklin 8t8" Santa Clara. I (N~t (~ to the &'Pl'e8S Office.)
E. LA]tIOR ~ Proprietorfl / Orders executed In the latest style , with neatness
. . "\ ' . . , " . .. . _ ., • . (,~nd ~1~8pat('.h.
~JRRAT.l\.
In pa,ge 429, line 2, for jerns, l'eac1gen~s.
" 435 " 6 from bottom 2c1 col., for 1834 read 1828.
" 451, " 37, 1st col., for Presbyterian read Oatholic.
" 455,,, 7 from bottom 2(1 col., for, open to party giving,
read, sjJur to party giving.
" 456 " 3 from bottom 2d col., for Ninevah read Nineveh.
" 458, " 25, 2d col., for ill-concedec1 read ill-concealed.
" 466 " 6 in first Resolution, for acessable read accessible.
" 468, " 10, " for Pizzaro, reac1 Pizarro.
" ·469, ,_, 19, " for, send offspring forth, read, send her
offspring forth.
